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Bo Scot’s Blue won the feature pace on opening day at Foxboro Raceway with a talented drive by Peter Blood for the Broker Drum Stable and Ron Sandstrom.

-SEASON REOPENSBy Sharianne
AT FOXBORO
RACEWAY
Walker
(FOXBORO)...Foxboro Raceway
opened its 1985 racing meet with a
bang on Friday night introducing a
number of new features to harness
fans. Among the new improvements
introduced were a refurbished
clubhouse, sound and TV system, a
larger program, and a brightened
grandstand. The changes were part
of an on going renovation program
instituted
at
the
track
ap
proximately eight months ago when
Commonwealth Sports Properties,
Inc. took over the operation of the
5/8ths oval.
While the new improvements at
the track may have been the “ star”
of opening weekend, the action on

the track below did not go unnoticed
with a number of stellar per
formances put forth by Foxboro
veterans and new comers alike.
Ken Anderson took matters into
his own hands quickly on Thursday
night by christening the meet with
two solid outings. The 30 year old
pilot drove 5 year old Escort Me and
veteran racer Forward Yankee to
the wire in claiming both ends of the
season’s premier daily double.
David Pinkney, Jr. Foxboro’s top
driver for 1984 also demonstrated his
winning form registering wins with
Kartlane Boy, Blast Me T C and
Hotline Lobell.

Saturday night’s action was
highlighted by veteran reinsman
Peter Blood’s domination of the late
daily double feature. In the tenth,
the Maine native took 8 year old
Mountain Legend to the front, going
the distance in 206.4. In the eleventh,
Outfoxed, a promising 4 year old
handled by the Foxboro stalwart
Blood fended off a challenge from
Steven O’Toole and Poseidon Lobell
to claim the night cap feature for
himself. The double Blood com
bination returned $38.40
Provisional
driver
Michael
Reynolds grabbed his first win of the
season on Sunday night taking Erv’s
Greatheart to his 4th win in his last 5

outings. The 10 year old went the
distance in 206.
Peter Blood’s Bo Scot’s Blue
turned in a mild upset in Sunday
night’s featured Preferred Handicap
Pace. The 4 year old, owned by
Broken Drum Stable and Ronald
Sandstrom showed stamina through
the stretch and turned back the
challenge
of
classy
veteran
speedster K C Three. Bo cut out 29.3,
101., 131., and 200.4 fractions in
claiming his 5th win in his last nine
starts.
Racing continues at Foxboro with
Friday and Saturday night per
formances and a Sunday 1:00 pni
matinee.

IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS-

----- »

X Feb. 15 - Breeding season unofficially begins
Feb. 22 - Fonr Leaf Clover Series - (2nd div.) The Meadowlands
H Feb. 15 - Maine Breeders two and three year old continuations due
Feb. 27 - Blue Bird Series (2nd div.) Lewiston Raceway
X Feb. 15 - New England Sulky Championship - Three Year Old Sustaining Payment Mar. 6 - Final Blue Bird Series - Lewiston Raceway
XFeb. 18 - Su Mac Lad Final - FFA Trot - The Meadowlands
Mar. 9 - Old Glory Mixed Sale - Yonkers Raceway
XFeb. 20 - Blue Bird Series (1st div.) Lewiston Raceway
Mar. 15 - Mass Sire Stakes - Two Year Old Sustaining Payment due - $50.00
f Feb. 21 - New F aces Series (1st div.) Three year old Pacers - The Meadowlands Mar. 15 - New England Sulky Championship - Two Year Old Sustaining Payment
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Letters To The Editor

Obituaries

Dear Editor,
I am enclosing subscription
renewal - but would like to tell you
what I feel is missing in the paper
and to suggest as strongly as I can
tat you consider:
<
People who are right in the thick of
the racing scene perhaps fail to
realize how many people (scattered
all over New England) - join the
state and N.E. stakes programs and
never hear how half the races come
out! The results are never in the
papers, rarely in the programs, and
the stakes directors also need to
make sure that those who have paid
in hundreds of dollars be kept aware
of what is going on. Unless the owner
top executive of the State Fair for or trainer is right on the scene (my
HARRINGTON GM DEAD AT 74
One of racing’s most respected nearly the past quarter of a century. trainer is in Conn.) - and hears by
executive, George Simpson, died in
word of mouth - there is no way to
Delaware last month after susuf- A highly regarded business man, know what’s going on. I think the
fering a heart attack. He was born in Simpson was a retired dairy farmer N.E. stakes results, and as many of
and director of a local Harrington the state results as you can get 1911.
Simpson was general manager of Bank. He has been connected with should be printed. This (in my
Harrington Raceway and also the the fair for 44 years.
opinion) should include not only the
latest race results but also:
Finishing place of all entries
Give - dame - dam’s sire - of the
winners
Previous placings oof each horse
Total earnings - and so on.
I am also going to request
something like this from the
We Specialize In Horse, Stable and Other Agricultural Enterprises
Ferlands and the N.H. Agri. Dept.
Finally - when it’s over, there
Call or Write
should be a complete season run
down on each horse entered - even if
^
Hand Over Associates
he never made it to the gate, the
P.O. Box 3 N. Monmouth, Maine 04265 Te. 207-933-4065
subscribing owners deserve this.
Thank You!
Sincerely,
Enjoy the paper
Carolyn Cook
The Northeast Harness News is published monthly for $10.00 per year by Jean B.
★ ★ ★ *
Emerson RFD No. 3, Box 359 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine 04072. Second class postage Dear Editor,
pending at Biddeford, Maine. Postmaster send address changes to Northeast
There always seems to be some
Harness News RFD No. 3 Box 359 Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.
little guy come out of the woods with
a great horse. You can spend big
bucks on the best breeding, and
thats where most of the champs
come from, but once in awhile the
little guy gets a break.
Date:
Your Name:
Out of nowhere comes a super
homebred filly from Maine or Ohio,
Old Address:
and proves the best, over the toppriced fillies racing.
State:
Zip:
City:
It gives the little guy hope, so they
keep on struggling thinking their
New Address:
new baby might be the next Cin
State:
Zip:
derella.
iCitv:
Well there is a three year old filly
Please notify of a change immediately as third class mail is not forwarded. named “ Don’t Let It End” racing in
N.Y. that might just be the next
Cinderella. My friend Ed Hall.
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.
Newport, Maine bred, raised and
- -broke this filly after having triple by
"|pass surgery. He had to go back for
another operation and turned her
out. In Dec. she qualified in Maine,
Ibroke her Maiden at Foxboro wire to
wire in 2:03.3 and came back on a
sloppy night wire to wire in 2:05 by
seven lengths, ending her two year
old campaign 2 for 2.
| For those interested in the Standardbred sport in New England! To facilitate efficiency
Foxboro closed down and home to
| initial subscriptions and renewals will be accepted immediately on a once yearly basis. the farm for a short vacation, and
time to plan what to do with this nice
Don’t delay — save over single copy issue!
young filly.
Sunday monring 1-13-85 in FoxHe was very active in harness
racing, having raised and raced
CUMBERLAND — Stewart G. horses.
Taylor, of Bruce Hill Road and He was the U.S. Trotting
Pompano Beach, Fla, died Jan. 17 , Association director for its ninth
in Pompano Beach after a long district, a member of the Maine
illness.
Harness Association, the Maine
He was born in Cape Elizabeth, a Breeders Association, the Florida
son of Stewart M. and Clydie Dyer Breeders Association and the
Taylor, and attended schools there. Masons.
Mr. Taylor was associated with Surviving are his wife, Marion
Hannaford Bros, for many years.
Berry Taylor of Cumberland and
He was a former member of the Pompano Beach;
a daughter,
Maine State Legislature.
Glenda Byrne of Larchmont, N. Y .; a
Mr. Taylor was an Army Air sister, Florence Petrlik of Cape
Corps veteran of World War II.
Elizabeth, and two grandchildren.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
STEWART G. TAYLOR

All Accounting Functions
Income Taxes
Syndications

Change Of Address Form

It’s Subscription Time....
► Don’t Miss A Single Issue!

N 0 R JH EA S T HARNESS NEW S
Make checks payable to: Northeast Harness News

New

__ Renew______

NAME:.

$10.00 per year

Print M ailing Address

13th, 1985. The police in N.H., Maine,
and Mass, have been notified of the
theft with a complete description of|£
the trailer.
The trailer was a blue and white
Turnbow with Maine registration 61470. It had two full sized escape
doors in front. Each stall had a top
and bottom door at the rear and
there was a short ramp. The front
window and the sliding windows on
either side at the back were tinted
green. There were Arabian In
ternational decals on either side just
behind the escape doors and a small
New England Region Carriage
Association decal on the left hand
side. The top of the trailer was white
fiberglass and there was a white
stripe on either side going to a “ V”
in the front.
If anyone has any information
about a trailer that fits this
description please contact the
Rochester, N.H. Police or call me at
207-799-7614. Vehicle ID No. 49370.
PLEASE. I really liked my trailer
and need it back.
In desperation,
Sheila L. Alexander
P.S. Yiyim handled the surgery
beautifully.
boro, Mass. I woke up with a real
bad back to a knock on the door. My
friend Ed Hall was looking for some
company to Roosevelt Raceway.
How can you say “ no” to a friend
that should have a zipper on his
chest after three heart operations.
Twelve hours later I returned
home, sore back and all. driving
most of the trip, but having met
Vinny Aurigemma which was a
pleasure in that he impressed me,
(which isn’t easy) as being a
dedicated, knowledgeable young
trainer that isn’t out to rip off an
easy buck.
Ed gave him all the pertinent info
on the filly and an okay for any
changes that might be needed for
that racing strip.
I told Vinny I thought she was a
great filly, and don’t let her winning
ways end, let her keep her name
“ Don’t let it End” .
Well the filly and the trainer are
living up to my expectations
thewinning streak has been broken,
but not the dream.
She has a win a second at
Roosevelt Raceway and is eligible
for the final of a series that ends with
a purse of $30,000. Good luck Ed, and
“ Don’t Let It End!”
Sincerely
Bob Shea
Foxboro, Mass.

Notice
DATE:

I ADDRESS:
ZIP:
^

Dear Jean:
The following is a sad story for
your column on stolen items.
While my 25 year old gelding,
Yiyim, was at the Rochester Equine
Clinic, Rochester, N.H., for colic
surgery, my two horse trailer was
stolen from the clinic parking lot.
The theft occurred on or before Jan.

Return to: Jean Emersoi^ EditorJSoom_Rd.^^w,Jde._04072

SUBSCRIBERS NOTE: Expiration date for your subscription will
be printed on your address label with each issue from now on. Back
issues to January will no longer be mailed with a new subscription,
as was the previous policy. Newspapers will be sent for one year
from the date of payment. Please contact Editor if there are any
problems concerning subscriptions. Thank you.

WITSEND’S TRIBUTE

---------------------------------------
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Sire: SPEEDY CROWN 2,2:01.2; 3,1:57.1 ($545,495) World champion winner of Hambletonian and International Trot
(S ir e

oI 89 Trotters in 2:00 and dams of 12 in 2:00) SPEEDY CROWN stands al Lana Lobell of N.Y. for a stud fee of $50,000.

Dam: BURGER QUEEN by LUNDY’S PRIDE 2,2:00X3,1:57.3 ($396,209.00) Triple Crown winner of Hambletonian,
Kentucky Futurity, Yonkers Euturity, Dexter Cup, Colonial, etc. BI RGER QUEEN has already produced BliRGOlVlESTER: 2,2:05.4;3,1:56.3
($435,411.), Winner of Hambletonian and multiple stakes winner; BROSE, 2:01.3; etc.
.A
Kr

WITSEND’S TRIBUTE is by a world champion

Hambletonian winner out of a dam who was sired by a Triple Crown winner and who has already

produced a Hambletonian winner

a one-half brother in blood to Wilsends Tribute. WITSEND’S TRIBUTE will stand his first season for a $500.00 service lee (l.ive Foal).

'*•'
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From A Family Of Hambletonian Winners and World Champions

BEST JEFFREY

p2,2:00,3f,l:59;4,1:57.4m ($190,000.)

Sire: BEST OF ALL 2,l:57.4m;3,1:57.4,l;56.2m ($548,000.) Sired 120 Pacers In 2:00 Through 1983
Dam: SHAOYDALE FRISKY by AIRLINER (Sired 71 Pacers In 2:00 And Dams Of 88 In 2:00)
BEST JEFFREY will stand his 4th season for a $500. service lee (l.ive Foal). He is already the sire
of the fastest 2 year old filly in Maine hislory-BEST WAl.TZ, p2,2:05 result of one test breeding .

Come and see his weanlings and yearlings of ’85!

His first full crop will race this year.

There have been excellent reports of his two-year-olds in training.

For Booking Contracts Call Frank Withee, Farm Manager 1-946-5388

LAVISH ACRES
Greene, Maine

Visitors Welcome!

Or

Basil L. Kellis, Owner At 1-324-2841

.•*«»
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Isn’t

It Time For
Change?

A

Think About...

LARSEN
LOBELL
(Albatross-Lil Miss Thompson)

His Dam Has Produced — 7 in 2 :00 !
• Mantequilla p. 1:57.2
• Slam Dunk p. 1:59.1
• The Booger Lady p. 1:57
• Laser Lobell p. 1:59.1
• Lucius Lobell p. 1:58.4
• Lake Hills Tex p. 1:58
• Jambooger p. 1:57.3 $361,647
(A 2:00 sire and a full brother
to Larsen Lobell)

There Is No Better Bred Stallion Standing
In Maine!
He W as Not A Sensational Race Horse,
But A Son Or Daughter Could In Turn Be
Great...We Are Offering A Unique And
Interesting Contract This Year...Call
2 0 7 -7 9 7 -4 4 1 8 And Let’s Discuss It!
His Yearlings Are Eye-Catching...The
Filly, Lil Miss Jeanie, Dam-Miscellaneous
And The Colt, Larseny, Dam-Linda
Lou...Are Available For Your Inspection.
Contact:

Loring Norton
613 Blackstrap Rd.
Falmouth, Maine 04105

Maine Breeders Meet
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
When horse breeders get together were willing to divide the available
in Maine its like a military reunion. money by the number of races, and
They share war stories, and not penalize an owner who happens
somehow all wind up in the soup. to draw into a division with many
There’s no economic sense to entries. Only in Maine would the
breeding horses in Maine. An or many share equally, keeping the few
dinary person has neither the dream from becoming rich. Only in Maine
nor the courage to breed horses, but does the stakes program traverse
the meeting room was filled with the state as it chases the calendar,
smiles, nonetheless, optimistic grins hitting every eligible racing fair
which
belie
disappointments along the way.
Next year’s schedule may y e
inherent in the business. The group
has evolved over time. As one, compressed a bit to fill in blank
breeders run out of resources and weeks traditionally available in
time, another latches onto the September, but save that minor
dream, Realists, fatalists don’t change, three hours of discussion
merely verified the current policies.
breed horses.
The breeders group also wrestled
The afternoon meeting moved
through three convoluted hours, with the problem of selling horses.
focusing primarily on the health and Recent yearling sales have been
structure of the Maine stakes, the disasterous. In Maine, people who
want horses already own them, and
lifeblood of the group.
In the end the breeders rejected people who do not own horses
every proposed change. They probably don’t want to own them.
decided they dare not tamper with That leaves breeders holding a short
success. The Maine stakes program stick in September as they try to sell
has distributed more than $700,000 in their colts.One proposal for the
two years and has recently come of group to run its own a yearling sale
age. It is also the only grass roots received a lukewarm endorsement.
breeding-racing program in the The idea was pushed to committee.
nation. The breeders affirmed the 14 But the general membership must
week schedule, and decided to stick wrestle with the issue of yearling
with the present purse structure sales soon before every commercial
rather than try for a reduced breeder in Maine goes broke.
In the evening, awards were
schedule and higher purses.
The breeders also decided to presented in six categories of the
retain the present structure when a 1984 Maine stakes, to owners of
particular division splits. Every Trusty Dream and Watchful, top
other stakes program reduces the stallions for 1984, and the owners of
purses of the split event. In Maine Ardina Sterling honored as the
split divisions are raced for the “ Broodmare of the Year” for 1984.
The Maine breeders remain a
same purses as other divisions. Last
year splits in the filly divisions flawed, but game group; hardy,
pressured the total purse fund and determined, romantics each one;
forced purse reductions at the end of willing to subject themselves to the
the series. But the breeders decided rigors of raising horses, trying to
that the practice of full purses for somehow sustain the operation from
split divisions be continued. They one year to the next.

M.H.H.A. News
By KEN RONCO
Membership in the M.H.H.A. does horses are also insured while being
provide for more benefits than just transported.
Sulky Insurance — This program
sulky insurance. Some of the
programs have been in existence for has been in existence for many
years and covers sulky damage for
years, others are relatively new.
Let’s review
the insurance members up to $350. This program is
self-supported by M.H.H.A. and in
programs for M.H.H.A. members.
Third Party Legal Liability In 1984 more than $12,000 was paid to
surance — This policy protects the members. All owners of the horse
members of the Association against and sulky must be active members
claims alleging bodily injury or in M.H.H.A. One maximum claim
property damage arising out of their pays your dues for 35 years.
Health Insurance — A health in
Harness Racing business pursuits.
An example of this coverage is when surance committee has been formed
a horse while returning to the stable and will meet with a representative
area runs away and damages of H.H.I. in the near future to get this
property along the way. The damage program instituted. It is hoped to
to the property owner(s) would be have this program in effect by April
paid on behalf o f the member by the 1,1985.
Insurance carrier.
*
Scholarship Fund — Starting in
National Fire Disaster Insurance
— This program was instituted at 1985 the M.H.H.A. will award up to
the Jan. 25 Directors meeting and $1,000 annually in scholarship
went into pffect Feb. 1, 1985. This money to family members. Ap
policy covers horses whose owners plications for thse scholarships will
are M.H.H.A. members, and are be available soon.
Remember , all these programs
stabled at any track in the state that
conducts pari-mutuel racing during are for active members of M.H.H.A.
the year. This is a year round Your $10 membership gives you
coverage, and provides for loses much more than just sulky in
other than fire. Under this program surance.

BE WISE — ADVERTISE!

Contact Editor now to reserve advertising space fo r the
months ahead. Avoid last minute preparation!

Call: 2 0 7 - 2 8 2 -9 2 9 5

M.S.B.O.A. Award Winners
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Dana Childs presents the three year old pacing filly award to Elite Lady, as
Russell Wing Jr. accepts in behalf of owner Walter M.JfteedJlr:_ _

Ed Morgan presents the Dash winning Claimer (under $2000) award to Tim Burr
for the pacer, Irish Hanover.

Nate Churchill presents the two year old trotting filly award to Halson Parks
for the fast Gaelic Caress.

Director Helen Gossom presents the award for Dash winning Claimer (over $2000)
to Tom Dillon for the pacer Special Cargo.

Director Dana Childs presents the fastest two year old pacing colt award to
owners and breeders of Trusty Wise Guy, Faye Cain, Harvard Ingraham Paul Luce

President Glen Deletetsky presents the Dash winning Trotter Award to Mike anc
Cliff Ledger for Freedom Deal.

.j * *

■

Director Bill Edwards presents the award for fastest pacing mile to Big Hugh
and John Nason accepts for the Perrys who are racing in Florida.

Ed Morgan presents the award for the fastest trotting mile to Paul Battis fo
the mare, B.B.’s High Note.
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PROUDLY PRESENTS FOR 1985

BRAVO BRET

A Tough New England Invitational Pacer

i

p. 2:01.4

. Hal Dale
Adios
Adioo Yolo
Adios Boi
; Bonny Castle
Carrie Castle
Crystal Gleam

|TRAVELIN BOY
|

p.2:00.1h *238,442

j
i

Knight Dream
■
I Lydia Knight
Vermont Dream

The handsome son of .Bret Hanover has the size and bone required for I
Stakes winning sons and daughters.
!

Miss Vermont

( Fee: $500

Three Times “ Horse Of The Year” — A World Champion Sire of 316 in
2:00, 11 in 1:55 and The Winners of over $35 million. He is The Sports
Greatest Living Broodmare Sire, with 318 in 2:00 and 37 in 1:55 with money
earnings of $10,290,85. His 1985 Stud Fee is $30,000.

Dam: SHOO SHOO BYRD p. 2oo

|Dick Reynolds

j

Sire: BRET HANOVER P. 2, 1:57 .2-4, 1 . 1 :53.3

■

Nibble Hanover

I Polly Peters

I
=
j
j

1

j

A full sister to BYE BYE BYRD p. l:56.1-$554,272. The toughest and most
consistent “ Iron Horse” of his day. Plus other 2:00 sires: ADDIO BYRD
(Illinois) ARRIVEDERCI BYRD (New Jersey) KEYSTONE WAY (New
Zealand) EGYPTIAN DANCER (Ilinois).
|

j

Second Dam: EVALINA HANOVER P. 159 .2

i
j

by BILLY DIRECT — Dam Of 5 In 2:00 And Grand Dam Of
KAWARTHA EAGLE p.2, 1:55

Third Dam: ADIEU

p. 2:04.1 A Full Sister To ADIOS

Travelin Shoes, two year old colt by Travelin boy, cam e from behind to win
{ at Fryeburg driven by Dennis May for owners Pete and Iva Gray.

This Superbly Bred Stallion crosses extremely well with |
Good Time, Knight Dream and Meadow Skipper mares.
"

A Sound, Good-gaited Sire Passes
These Qualities On To His Foals
Watch For His Two Year Olds
they Are I raining lerriiic.

Stud Fee: $600

All Foals Eligible To Maine and New England Sulky Championships

Whispering Pines Stable
Contact: Brooks Or Nancy Smith
511 Blackstrap Rd. Falmouth, Me. 04105

Tel. 207-797*8786

a

Broodmare Of The Month ^bert/
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I LOVE MY POLY HOOFS
I w a n t to o r d e r ____ p air(s) at $14.95 p e r pair.
P o stag e a n d h an d lin g $ 2.0 0 p e r shipm ent. S h ip to:
NAME
BOX

RFD

_______

ADDRESS
CITY

□ CHECK
□ MASTERCHARGE

STATE

ZIP

CHARGE CARD NUMBER

□ VISA

If you want to put Billy Haughton
in a great mood, ask him to talk
about Belle Acton. That mare tore
apart the Free For All racing world
of the late ’50’s. She won the
Messenger Stake, dominated the
prestigious TransAmerican Series,
earned more than $350,000 (read that
$3,500,000-1985 dollars), and was
owned much of her career by George
Landers of Kittery, Maine.
All totaled she won 65 races of 101
starts and faced the best male
pacers of her day. She began every
year early and raced until the
season abdicated to snowflakes.
When the legs finally gave way she
passed to Clearview Farm, then of
Winthrop, Maine then to Paris,
Kentucky.
Belle Acton had only four foals,
three fillies and a grandson, Battleground, by Meadow Skipper. But
that lone colt never raced, and
though he stood briefly at stud, was
neither patronized heavily and
never given a chance to prove his
worth. Even now he only services a
few mares every year.
Belle Acton’s fillies also received
mixed-reviews. They all raced, and
all produced winners, but no colt or
filly of the quality of Belle Acton has
yet emerged from the family.
Time passes, and we are now to
three quine generations removed
from Belle Acton’s glory days. Now
at last there are colts by Sonsam,
Most Happy Fella, French Chef
which derive directly from this
great mare, the last links to one of
the very best racehorses ever owned
in Maine.
With little tangeable evidence of
her race career available now, it is
difficult to measure her greatness.
Like a human athlete unable to
adjust to life after sports, there are

only the records and the photos to
remember, no ongoing thread, no
continuous line,
Belle Acton raced three heats as a
two year old, raced against colts
that first year. She destroyed
Bachelor Hanover and Knight
Patrol in the 1956 Messenger Stake
at Roosevelt.
She raced at Foxboro three times,
no doubt to please the home folks.
As four and five year old she took
on all comers in the TransAmerica
series, a sequence of races luring
the top FFA horses around the
nation. That final year she won a
pair of $50,000 races, the finals of the
series, one at Yonkers and the other
at Roosevelt.
For two years Belle Acton was the
Maine Breeders remembered
Belle Action at their awards night,
as Ardina Sterling, the dam of both
Trusty Blaze, and Trusty Wise Guy
earned the Individual Broodmare of
the Year Award. Each year the
trophy is named to honor a mare
from Maine’s racing past, and this
year Ardina Sterling received the
Belle Acton trophy,
Many
mistaken
bystanders
consider racing a fad to be tolerated,
They ignore the tightly woven
tradition which links men and horses
from different eras together in the
fabric of the sport. Each past
champion lives in the blood of
today’s cplts, and every human
contributor remains alive through
the evolution of the breed,
Another year, other people will
honor men, and horses. Then they
will recall men like Gerry Smith,
and Dude Goodblood and horses like
Ardina Sterling and her sons Trusty
Wise Guy and Trusty Blaze in the
same way Belle Acton was
remembered recently.

Bert Fernald, M.H.H.A. “ Man of the Year” presents the three year old Trot
Award to Bob Allen for the stakes winning Andy’s Lou.

SIGNATURE

Expiration D a t e ____

Tony Aliberti M.S.B.O.A. publicity, presents the Maine Breeders Broodmare
award to Gerry Smith for Ardina Sterling in behalf of the great Belle Acton.

Foals of the Month
JANUARY
SIRE
Best Jeffrey
Escape Artist
Romano Hanover
FEBRUARY
Armbro Aussie
Best Jeffrey
Trusty Dream
Guv
Maxie Hanover
Trusty Dream

DAM
Britzer Kate
Pull Box
Sue Flame Sue
Nader's Raider
Surfside Miss
Impromptu
Nikoa
J.M. Joanne
Fiddlefoot

SEX *
Colt
Colt
Filly /
)
Colt
Colt
Filly
C o if/
Fitly
^ Colt

OWNER
Basil Kellis
Gerry Smith
Robert Norris
Mary Fitanides
Basil Kellis
R. Cole-V. Forbes
Sharp Lee Farm
Sharp Lee Farm
Roosevelt Susi

(Please send Editor information on new foals)

Pierce Cole makes friends with the newborn filly (Trusty Dream - Impromptu)
owned by his father, Judge Roland Cole and Vander Forbes of Wells, Maine.
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“ We’re Looking For A Few Good Mares”
HANDOVER FARMS Offers For Your Consideration When Choosing A Maine Stakes Sire.

Private Jet
This son of Bret Hanover paced in 2:00.3; out of a Good Time mare (Dawn Flight) he’s
one of the gamest horses to come along, Gary Mosher say’s this stallion is full of
heart.
-Also-

Love Match
A son of Super Bowl he has a bottom line that will knock your socks off. His first dam
is “Love Flower” , a “ Florican” mare, his second dam is “First Love”, a “Victory
Song” mare his third dam is “Spinster Hanover” out of the foundation mare “The
Old Maid” truly a regal trotter.
Both Stud Fees Will Be By Private Treaty

For Information Contact
Julie Pratt At 2 0 7 -9 3 3 -4 0 6 5
Or
Tom Andrews At 2 0 7 -3 7 7 -2 7 6 5

Lewiston Opener
The beginning of a race meet
means different things to different
people. For fans it signals the end of
the winter doldrums, a hint of the
new season, and an excuse to get out
and reaffirm old friendships. Hor
semen welcome the opportunity to
race for purse checks again. For the
last two months there have been no
financial rewards at the end of
training miles. The track takes the
wraps off its newest facelift, and
begins to cover its overhead. Can
spring be far behind?
When Presiding Judge Chet Boyle
gave the starter the signal to
assemble the first field at Lewiston
Racewav,the 1985 Maine harness
season began.
February is the goal line for Maine
horsemen. Somehow they must
survive the rigors of winter with
their stock intact. The last purse
checks were issued in 1984 and each
day is tougher than the one before.
That desperation was painfully
evident a few weeks ago when the
first whispers of a strike over the
issue of insurance were immediately
smothered by horsemen themselves.
Winter is not the time to make
threats over details, it is a time of
new beginnings, a time to piece
together the ’85 juggernaut.
The track welcomes the opener as
well. “ We’ve got everything ready.”
said Assistant General Manager Bob
Dow. “ I’m happy with the first card,
I’m happy with the construction, all
signals are ‘go’” .
There was ho downtime at
Lewiston Raceway this winter.
While horsemen were preparing
their stables, the track was working
on its grandstand. This latest round
of improvements compliments the
upgrading of the clubhouse and the

By Anthony J. Aliberti

in all ways a true professional. He
gets the job done, and is one of the
reasons why this meet will set
records.
Chet Boyle returns to the crows
nest. He presided over the beginning
of the fall meet, but health and
personal problems forced him to
abdicate to Eugene Cossette. Now
Boyle says he’s fit and ready to
tackle the rigors of the meet.
Bob Dow remains Assistant
General Manager, but with Leonard
Pooler in Florida there is no doubt
who makes the day to day decisions
at the track.
Dow reports the track will try
various promotions, “ Just small
things.” , he said. “ On Valentines
Day’ we’re going to give away boxes

of candy to the first 750 ladies who
pass through the turnstiles.”
In April expect another North
American Driving Championship, as
arrangements have already been
made with Bob Ferland, and you can
also count on a $10,000 Invitational
Pace.
For all of racing, this is the
flagship meet of the year. This meet
initiates the entire season. It is the
bread and butter meet for Lewiston
Raceway, and the meet which
awakens the entire sport from
hibernation.
Racing’s ‘Who’s Who’ will be there
on opening day to celebrate the
moment. Maine racing survived
another winter.

addition
of
the
third
floor
restaurant. For most fans the in
clusion of a mezzinne will be the
biggest treat yet. Finally the
grandstand fan can bet, eat,
socialize without decending an in
terminable number of stairs. Neatly
tucked under the grandstand, he will
call the mezzinnine home.
The track also added a new en
trance on Main Street,
and
renovated its box seats. Lewiston
Raceway continues to make good on
all its promises.
For fans, at last there is an
alternative to Sunday afternoon
movies and television sports. A
relief as well, is the continued
availability of passes. For a time
many feared a change in admissions
policy, but this spring looks to be the
best ever in the history of the track,
and that is not the time to tamper
with the formula which poured more
than $199,000 through the mutuel
machines a year ago.
The AmTote system remains a
workhorse, the restaurants are
firmly established as part of the
track, relations with horsemen has
warmed, and management in
tentions for the track clear.
Lewiston Raceway is not interested
in mere survival, but wants to
promote this sport and become an
innovative leader.
The slate of racing officials
remain strong. Clayton Smith, who
commands respect as a race
secretary, returns to rule the racing
office. Race Secretaries succeed when they can assemble, top flight
bettable races, they are not graded
on their benevolance toward hor
semen
or
patronization
of
management. Smith is simply the Mike’s Spirit captures the feature pace on opening day at Lewiston where 3500
best in New England, tough, plus fans bet over $206,000 for an all time high beginning.
authoritarian, and heavy handed but

\

Filion Has 9,000th

Harness
By Robert Lowell

COLUMBUS,
Ohio — Herve
Filion, harness racing’s all-time
leader in driving victories, reached
yet another milestone when he
recorded the 9,000th win of his
career
recently
at
Yonkers
Raceway.
Filion , who will turn 45 on
February 1, piloted Whata Tony to a
2:00 4/5 triumph in Yonkers’ eight
race for the historic victory. The
pacer responded strongly in the
stretch to win by a length.
There are very few driving
records which do not belong to
Herve Filion. His 9,000 victories are,
of course, a record, and the
significance of that number is un
derscored when one notes that his
nearest rival. Carmine Abbatiello, is
almost 3,200 victories behind him.
His career earnings of over $45
million also rank him No. 1 in the
sport’s annals.
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Freeman Parker is fifteen wins
short of 3500 wins....Saco, Maine
native Richard Macomber 75 short
of 1,000...Paul Battis won 152 to
bring his career total up to 2403
closing in on 2500...Leigh Fitch
finished fourth in the dash category
with 381 and second percentage wise
with a .382 in the 500 or drive
division....Bobby Sumner was fourth
with a .375...In 1914 Irving Pottle of
Portland led the nation with 44 wins
vbut won over 100 individual
dashes.... John Simpson led the
nation thirty five years ago with 111
wins in 1950...Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Sawyer are back in Maine
and training at Scarboro after
visiting the Haughton Stable at
Pompano and the George Stevens
Stable at Harrington Delaware...

Seminar Report
Childs is drawing attention to a pair
of new forms of wagering — inter track and call-your-bet. Inter-track
wagering would work this way. If
Lewiston Raceway was conducting a
meeting, for example, the dining
area and wagering windows would
be open at Scarboro with the racing
simuleasted on closed circuit
television, and vice versa.
In call-your-bet, patrons would
open an account at the track, watch
the racing on cable television at
home and telephone their bets.
Childs adds that this approach has
already been functioning suc
cessfully at the Meadows near
Pittsburgh and in Kentucky.
In 1984 seminar, its tenth year,
drew 550 of the country’s top in
dustry leaders. The seminar has
grown steadily since its inception
when 45 people attended.
The University of Arizona has a
racing management course that
covers everything from grooming to
becoming a general manager of a
race track.

N.J. News
Featured were all-star performers,
Boomer Drummond, Aged Pacer of
the Year, Mr. Dalrae,
Glen
Almahurst and American Freedom
providing the fans with the fastest
mile of the year as Boomer
Drummond and driver William
O’Donnell teamed up for a 1:55 score
in the $35,000 event. Such a fast mile
did not occur in 1984 until March 24
at the Meadowlands when Boomer
Drummond paced in 1:54.1.
Some of the major announcements
made by Meadowlands general
manager Sam Anzalone for 1985
include “ A stakes schedule that
carries more than $15 million in
purse monies at The Meadowlands
along with five events that will carry
a purse valued at more than $1
million.” Anzalone went on to say
that “ We anticipate the finest
harness meeting ever conducted
anywhere.”

Standing In Windsor, M3inG

Worthy Boy - 2:02.1

WORTHIEST,
f
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Happenings

John Simpson, the master of
Hanover Shoe Farm, told the Nor
theast Harness News last month that
his two sons, John and Jimmy, are
training
90 head
at
Orlan
do.... Simpson recalls winning the
$6,000 Maine Pacing Derby in 1942 ;
with My Birthday in 2:00 at Old
Orchard’s Kite Track...The Maine
Pacing Derby was one of the richest
races in the country for pacers...In
1943, Old Orchard made plans for a
$10,000 purse making it the biggest
pace in 12 years for the Grand
Circuit... Frank
Safford
had
nominated three for the big
pace....Fifty-four years ago, owner
William H. Eckert of Reading Pa.,
established a record as his horses
won 29 races in a single under the
In piling up his record victory guidance of trainer-driver Harry
total. Filion has led all North Goodhart...veteran Maine driver
American drivers in victories an
unprecedented 13 times. Number 13
came to Herve recently in an unsual
fashion — for it was the 1981 dash
M.H.H.A. Director Dana Childs,
winning championship! Filion had interviewed at his home in West
posted 403 wins that year, one behind brook, recently urged the harness
industry “ to clean up its own
Eddie Davis, but a recent court racing
set.” Childs and Ken Ronco,
decision
concerning
the
1981 N.H.H.A.,
secretary,
Sweetheart Pace moved Filion and attended a executive
racing seminar con
his horse, Willow Bust, from second ducted
by the University of Arizona
to first in the official order of finish, in Tuscon
last December.
and thus three years afterwards
Discussion
at the seminar dealt
Filion gained a share of that title.
with the general problems facing the
Filion’s driving accomplishments entire racing industry. According to
have earned him almost every Childs, much of the focus was
award available to him in racing. He centered on the decline in at
tendance and handles at racetracks
was the youngest inductee into nation-wide.
harness racing’s Living Hall of
Childs cited lotteries as having a
Fame when he was honored in 1975 “ Tremendous impact” on the in
at age 35.
dustry-wide decline as well as the
“ public conception of dishonesty in
racing.”
Childs is calling for “ much stricter
enforcement of the rules and getting
Newton Gorham, Sr., Newton bad apples out of the business.” He
Gorham, Jr., Suzett DiBiase, and 50 particularly cited those involved in
cheating and drugging.
year veteran Stella Conlogue.
Attempting to combat the at
HOWARD STABLE
Dick Howard with capable tendance and handle dip in Maine,
assistance from veteran trainer
Manny Robinson and Cathy Mc
Carthy is conditioning a ten horse
stable at Harrington. Howard, one
New Jersey harness racing
time leading drdriver at Freehold received a big boost of support with
Racewqay, has a nice pair of two the exciting opening of the tenth
year old pacers in Lucky T.J. by season of harness racing at The
Election Day and Checkmate by Meadowlands on Thursday, January
Bret’s Boy. Howard tells the Nor 10.
theast Harness News that both colts
Although the inclement weather
have been in 2:45. Racing the aged may have kept some racing fans
performers at
Dover Downs, away on opening night, it did not
Howard was a photoed-out third with seem to affect the handle at all as
a flying Uncle Drossmeter in 2:01 18,826 patrons at The Meadowlands,
last month. Howard who has been and 797 fans at Atlantic City com
communting by air from his home in bined to wager $3,169,794. That
Maine, plans on racing at Liberty computes out to over $161 per head.
Bell Park.
Harness racing was idle in the
For assistant trainer Manny Garden State for over three and oneRobinson,
it
has
been
a half months after the closing of
homecoming.
A
native
of Freehold Raceway but on opening
Georgetown, Robinson drove his night at The Meadowlands, the
first race at Harrington.
racing card featured one of the top
The meet at Dover continues invitational paces that may have
through March 23rd and Bran been carded throughout the 1984
dy wine opens March 4th.
season.

N.E. Stables in Delaware
The George Stevens Stable and the
Dick Howard Stable are training at
Harrington Raceway in Delaware
this winter. Both stables cam
paigned last season at Scarborough
Downs.
Stevens with a 16-horse stable has
five two year olds for principle
owner Bill DiBiase, a building
contractor
from
Cumberland,
Maine.
The two-year olds include: Gaelic
Squall (Penn S.S.) by Coolwind;
Scarlet Bet (Penn. S.S.); by Scarlet
Skipper;
Khan
Dhu Sharlu
(N.Y.S.S.) by Seahawk Hanover;
Gaelie Sheba (Me. Standardbred
Breeders) by Nevele Pilot; and
Scotch Knox Im (Me. Standardbred
Breeders) by Skipper Knox.
The stable has an impressive pair
of three year olds in Pep Talk, A
Maryland eligible by Escape Artist.
Nick-named “ Ten-Step” by stable
personnel, the colt is being prepped
for his first start at Brandywine. The
other sophomore pacing colt is
Majority Story by Silent Majority
who has qualified in 2:03 at Dover.
The Stable assistants include:
Jean Tilley and Little Jeanna,
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Arsbro Nesbit p. 1:56.■
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Adios p. T.T. 1:57.1m
Leta long p. 2:03.3

BUCKO HANOVER
1 ,*3/'4B

Duane Boynton Tet. 207-445-2588
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Billot Hanover p. T.T. 1:55.3b l
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Betty Jo Hanover p. 2:07h
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Stallions Standing At:

The Maine Circuit

inr

p Kt.V

RIDGECREST FARM
Springvale, Maine
Tel. 207-324-4681
Fee: $500. All Studs
PACERS
Meadow Skipper p.l:55.1

Nero p.l:55.1
LaByrd Abbe

HOYT LOBELL

Leigh Fitch, Maine’s most talented reinsman, receives the M.H.H.A. and Driver’s
Al-Var award from President Glen Deletetsky.

p. 2;02.4f

(Freelegged)

Shadow Wave p. 1:56.3

Hllarious Sister p.l:58.3f
Seascape
Adios p.l:57.1

Bullet Hanover p.l:55.3
Barbara Direct p.2:00.4

JONAS HANOVER
Foals:
Merlin Moraka p.4, 2:07
Captain Ridgecrest

p. 2:02.3f
Tar Heel 1:57

•_]

Joanie Hanover p.2, 2:03.3
Joan Genesee p.2,2:06.1
Good Time p.l:57.4

Race Time p.l:57
Breath of Spring p.2:0l.l

Owner: A.J. Holts-Anchorage, Alaska

RICCI BOLD PAYSTER p. 2:02.3f
Foals:

Santo Eden p.2:05.2

Race Me Victoria p.3, 2:08.1
Gaelic Tabitha

Ricci Reenie p.3, 2: OH.
Fingo’s Queen p.2:07.4

**************

*TROTTERS *************
Florican 1:57.2

Tamerlane 3, 2:00.1
Lover’s Walk 2:02.3

GALLANTRY

3, 2:04.4
Matastar 1:55.4

SUent Screen

Maine’s 1984 driving champion, unlike (horses) won’t respond.” But there are
three previous winners, has no intention some horses he does not whip “ because
of leavingthe Maine circuit.
they will give you everything they have
Leigh Fitch, coming off his finest sea- anyway.”
son ever, is happy right where he is. “ I
One of Fitch’s all-time favorites is
love the people I’m associated with. I Luck’s Lazy Lady. “ She’s a real compethave no desire to move, unless there is a itor. You wnip a horse like that not to hurt
big dollar offer,” he said after receiving her but to make her mad.”
the Maine Harness Horsemen’s AssociaMaine’s leading driver spends considtion driver trophy, and Al-Var Driver of erable time planning his drives. “ I plan
the Year award at the annual MHHA ban- all my races,” he said. “ I study horses
quet last month in Augusta.
and drivers. I spend four of five hours
“ I plan to stay in Maine. I would rather studying the program.”
take what I’ve got, not gamble. It’s called
Fitch won’t allow himself to be intimgrowing older. But the first chance I get idated into pulling too soon. “ I’ll sit as
to go to Pompano (Florida) for winter long as I have to, and try to win on the rail
racing, I will,’ he added.
if necessary.
Three recent Maine driving chamFitch has had more than his share of
pions, Billy Parker, Walter Case Jr., and injuries. He has broken fingers, hands,
Gary Mosner, have all left Maine for the wrist, and even his neck,
lucrative New York-New Jersey circuit.
He suffered a fractured neck in 1969 at
Fitch grew up in Sebago and went to Farmington. He was shotgunned out of
Potter Academy where he was captain of his bike. A horse landed on top of him, and
the basketball and track teams, and also he was kicked in the head. He was in a
was catcher on the baseball team. His fa- coma for 10 days, and was out of action
ther, George, was a trainer-driver so it from September until spring,
was natural that Leigh became interested Last spring at Lewiston, Fitch was
in harness racing at an early age.
thrown out of nis bike and over the rail.
He earned a fair license in 1962 when He landed on a patch of ice in the infield,
he was 17 years old. He recalls having had suffering a fractured wrist and a hip inonly four or five drives that first year. jury.
The next year, he won his first race beFitch believes that accident was for
hind Miss Marie Pointer at Union Fair, the best. He came back and had the finest
He was driving for Charles Atherton.
year of his career.
Harness racing became more than a
“ And a lot of credit goes to my wife,
hobby for Fitch in 1965. By then, he real- Pamela,” he added. “ If it were not for
ized that racing was what ne wanted to do her, I probably never would have settled
for a living.
down.
Fitch is a true catch driver as he does
Fitch not only is an excellent driver, he
very little training. “ I’ve done both. But I also is remarkably consistent. He has won
feel you have to concentrate on one or the more than 100 races 14years in a row.
other. I definitely like driving.”
Who does Leigh Fitch admire in the
Despite the many serious accidents he harness racing business? Donnie Richhas had on the track. Fitch has no feat ards. “ That man has won more than 3,000
when he is driving, “ it’s love of the sport, races,” Fitch said. “ And he is an allThe day I feel scared, I’ll be done because around horseman. He drives, trains and
it’s no place for anyone that’s scared,” he even can do his own blacksmithing.”
said.
But when it comes to pure driving abilFitch gets more out of a horse than ity. few can match Leigh Fitch on a halfmost drivers. He has put new lifetime mile track. He finished among the top
marks on many standardbreds. “ There’s drivers in the nation in both dash wins and
not enough credit given to a horse’s intel- U.D.R. for 1984.
legence, he said. ‘It takes a horse lover
And the best news for Maine racing
to understand them.”
fans is that he plans to drive the Maine
Fitch uses the whip because “ some circuit again this year.

Smokescreen
Galophone 1:58.1

^ B.F. Coaltown 2:00.1
Sis Rodney 2:05.3

CLARION
Hoot Mon 2:00

Liz Hanover
Little Lie 2:01.1

A lso :
Affpnt F o r/Agent r o r .

RIDGECREST TACK
Haughton Bikes And Carts
Schoop And Cotner Traders

The nation’s top distaff driver, Kelly Case, is presented the M.H.H.A. award by
Maine’s own “Toastmaster” Don Richards.

M.H.H.A. Awards

Elmer Ballard presents the two year old pacing filly award to Guy Brochu proud
owner of the fast filly, Clair Morning.
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uest speaker of the evening, Frank T. Ives, General Manager of Fair Winds
arm,!New Jersey informed the group of new “ innovative breeding practices,

~ ~
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■
are*****
President Loring Norton presents the two year old trot award to Gaelic Caressi
Dr. Anthony Di Biaso presents the trotting stallion award to Loring Norton ir jas Marilyn Branagan, the breeder, accepts the award
behalf of his top-producing
sire. Watchful
Watchful.
reducing sire,

Bob Cain and Mrs. Smith accept the top award for three year old pacing colt Gerry Smith presents the two year old pacing colt award to Elmer and Joanl
____
_______
Trusty Blaze, the record breaking son of Trusty Dream.
A Ballard for Gaelic Admiral.

pacing
Director Roottsevelt Susi .presents the three
. . . . . year
. . . . old
. . .___
__ fllly award for Greenie
Ruth Norton presents Brooks Smith, who stood Trusty Dream with the Stallion)] {?
D.
Joelle
to
Clark
Thompson
who
accepts
for
the
owner.
award, in behalf of the owners and breeders of this outstanding sire.
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The Classy Campaigner

Will

GIBSON LOBELL
2, 2:09h -

3, 2:03.2h -

$80,241.

(Noble Victory-Glee Hanover)

A tough ten year old trotter who equaled his lifetime record in 1984.
An excellent

outcross for Speedy Scott or Star’s Pride mares.

This stallion is a full brother to Glory Lobell, the dam of Ginger Belle 3, 1:56.2 $227,263.
Gibson Lobell won as a two year old in 1978. He raced in Canada as a three year old and was
fourth to Doublemint in 2:00.3 at Blue Bonnets in Grand Circuit racing.
As a summary, this stallion...
• Had early speed.
• Is bred in “The Purple”.
• Is staked to Maine and New England.
• Has a good attitude and disposition.
• Has a nice shoulder and long body.

* He
• He
• He
• He
• He

raced top quality contenders.
has respectable money earnings.
has an acceptable race mark.
stays on the trot
always gives his best effort

Upgrade your trotting stock...breed to Gibson Lobell!

Introductory Fee: $400. Live Foal

TH E DUF

Lynn-Marie Smi
Buxton Rd., Sc
Tel. 207
(Just Two Miles From

?. .

1985

V •>.

puis Farm
Stand

>.
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The Handsome, Well Bred

REBEL BRET
p. 2, 2:04. I f -

3, 1:57.3

$78,743.

(Bret Hanover-Propellor)

Rebel Bret encompasses the qualities of World Champion, Bret Hanover-Triple Crown winner
and three times “Horse Of The Year” who has produced

302 in 2:00...and maternally, the top-

producing Propellor is a daughter of the legendary Meadow Skipper.

She is a full or half sister to

Nautical p. 1:57.3, Mr. V.G. p. 2:00.4 and to the dams of Enfilade p. 1:58 and Lane Allen Road p. 1:59.1
Come and see his yearlings...they have the size and conformation that the times demand!
In 1984, Bret Hanover rose to the top of the Broodmare Sire List while Noble Victory was the
highest ranked trotting sire...These statistics prove that when a racing career is over, there’s a future in
the breeding shed...Dupuis Farm stands sons of both of these sires!
Maine And New England Sulky Championship Eligible

1985 Stud Fee: $600. Live Foal

5UIS FARM
lith, Farm Manager
aco, Maine 04072
7-284-4726
i Exit 5 — Maine Turnpike)
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H.O.R.S.E.

By JANE WARRINGTON

What do you do if your horse would race at Freehold on Wed
doesn’t make qualifying time or nesday and Show Pleasure Driving
your brood mare isn’t in foal? This is and Ride Drive Classes on Sunday.
a tough problem for any one but it’s Thoroughbreds can’t do that!!!
particulary tough on the New The Standardbred Pleasure Horse
England horseman. The standard Organization feels the best way to
answer has been the Amishman, but create a market for Standardbred
with travelling expenses what they Pleasure horses is to give them an
are and the bottom falling out of the area of competition...Specifically
horse market the Amish rarely horse show and driving classes and
come to New England anymore. the quickest way to get the show on
Shipping your horses to them is no the road is to hit them in the
solution since you’ll be lucky if you’ll pocketbook.. Donated trophys and
make your gas money back and the ribbons will encourage any show
one thing you don’t want to do is manager to include Standardbred
incurr more expenses.
Classes since all entry fees are sure
Perhaps you’ve read in The pure profit. Add a money award and
Harness Horse how a group of in people will stand in line to get
terested horsemen have formed a Standardbreds... The money award
group to place unwanted Stan doesn’t even have to be Big Bucks!
dardbred^ in homes. The group, Twenty five dollars will keep a lot of
Humane Organization for Retired exhibitors happy.
Standardbreds Equine, has placed Ther’s a saying...As goes Maine,
28 Standardbreds in adopted homes so goes the Nation! It’s only natural
since September. They have been so that the Down East Horse Congress,
successful in this venture that they held in Lewiston, Maine and one of
have a waiting list of people who the better shows in New England
want these horses. Most of the would be the first to respond. The
people who have taken these horses Standardbred
Pleasure
Horse
are riding people who want to Organization was pleased to be able
become involved in pleasure and
to respond that the trophys for the
endurance driving.
It seems that the latest and most Standardbred Division would be
prestigious fad in the riding horse donated by Marvin and JoAnn
circles
is
Driving
com Maker, formally from Whiting,
petitions...People spend a fortune on Maine now living and reacing in
carriages and harnesses but until New Jersey.
recently haven’t had any access to With the Horse Show Season fast
the Standardbred as a pleasure approaching its hoped more show
will
contact
the
horse. And what’s better at pulling committees
organization
and
include
Stan
carriages
then
a
Stan
dardbred!!! Just ask the Amish dardbred Classes in their shows. Its
man...he doesn’t drive a Quarter a natural for the Maine Fairs where
Horse or an Arabian or a there are a lot of Standardbreds
Morgan...He drives Standardbred, being used for pleasure purposes.
because they get the job done...
There will be State and National
With all of this in mind, the New awards for the high point Stan
Jersey Chapter of H.O.R.S.E. for dardbred showing in Open com
med a second organization together petition and its hoped there’ll be
with some interested show horse enough interest to include State and
people. The group is called The National aawards in the Stan
Standardbred
Pleasure
Horse dardbred Division.
Organization, and it’s main ob If anyone is interested in par
jective is to create a market for the ticipating either as an exhibitor or
Standardbred as a pleasure horse.
as a show manager..or if you, your
Upon doing a little research, the group or stable would be interested
group found out that Standardbreds in donation an award please contact
are now and have been on the Show Jane Warrington, 28 Sterling Lane,
Circuit for long time. The only Willingboro, N..J. 08045 (609) 877recognized Standardbred class is the 1556, or Gay Mitchell-Snyder (201)
Roadster Class, which is a class for 685-1932.
trotters of the hot high stepping
If any one has a Standardbred that
variety, that can handle a little they would give up for adoption to a
speed and close quarters. Beyond good home for if any one would like
that any Standardbred on the show to donate their time toward running
circuit was a “ Closet” Standardbred a State Chapter or their hard earned
that was usually passed of as a Non- money to help defray the costs
Thoroughbred Hunter or a grade please contact Maureen Kleiman 539
horse. The Central Jersey Horse Old Country Rd. Westbury, N.Y.
mens Assoc. Offered a division for (516) 222-0186 or locally Ann
Standardbreds at their series of Williams, 20 Concord St. Wayland,
shows and found out that horses Mass. 01778 (617) 358-7413.__________

FOR SALE
Moss-Staked Three Year Old Filly

POLLY'S FLASH
(Armbro Lightning-Polly Pace)
All Stakes Paid To Date!

Price Negotiable

C o ll: 6 1 7 -8 8 5 -2 3 0 6

Pompano Park — There’s a big
touch of New England at Pompano
Park Raceway, the winter capital of
harness racing, in the number of
northern stables who make their
headquarters at this posh track
during the winter months. The
Raceway is having a harness meet
that extends from November into
the first part of April, and this 1985
season is formulating plans that
may lead to sulkies during the
summer months instead of quarter
horses.
One of the stables that is having a
signal season so far is that of Chet
Poole, Boothbay Harbor, Me., who
races at Foxboro and Monticello.
Some of the standouts in his stable
are the five-year-old Sea Fella
1:58.1; Andy Cosmos 1:57.2, a fouryear-old by Nero owned by William
Chase, New Harbor, Me.; Amos A.
Hanover 2:00.2, owned by Chase and
Poole; Third Generation 2:00.1, a
five-year-old by Precious Fella,
owned by Nick and Joe Ramondo,
Lawrence, Mass.
Trainer Rodney Grady, Gardiner,
Me. and Cory Wolfgran, Foxboro,
Ma„ have two speedy pacers in the
seven-year -old Morning Breeze,
1:55.4, a track record holder here at
Pompano for aged pacers and
Broadway Premier 1:56.4, a fiveyear-old by Nero who has won big in
the stakes. Both of these horses are
owned by Rogert T. Slobody, West
Brookfield, Ma.
Charlie Connor, Gardiner, Me.
and Al Grenier, Lewiston, Me. have
Most Happy Rod, who won at the
Meadowlands last season in 1:56.4 in
their stable. The four-year-old by
Ricci Reenies Best is owned by

BY GARDNER PATTERSON

Roger J. Bourgoin and Paul M. Cote,
Auburn, Me. Connor has a six horse
stable leading off with the eightyear-old pacer Mighty Eden 1:56.4,
owned by the Moulton Investment
Co., N.H. and Golden Eclipse, a fiveyear-old gelding owned by Alice V.
Bonenant, Augusta, Me. who won
last season at Winsor Fair in 2:01.
Connor is especially h igh on a twoyear-old green trotter H.H. Ken
tucky owned by his son-in-law Bruce
Day.
The Leo
Bauer Stable from
Foxboro and his trainer Paul Kelly,
Oakland, Me. has a powerful con
tingent of trotters and pacers owned
by Lawrence Kadish, Westbury,
N.Y. Bauer is back again at Pom
pano after racing last season at
Yonkers and Roosevelt Raceways.
The big Charlie Day Stable which
is trained by Tom and Debbie
Harmer and Bob Daughty. Day who
makes Lewiston and Pompano his
home has some of the fastest young
pacers in the United States on the
grounds. He had recent wins with
Texas Lobell. 1:57.3 and Perfect
Blue Chip, 1 :56.4.
Paul
and
Patricia
Perry,
Hampstead, N.H. have that great
old campaigner Big Hugh, 1:56.4.
The ten-year-old horse by Jolly
Roger has made almost a quarter of
a million in purse money since he
was bought by the Perrys as a threeyear-old for $900.
Big Hugh is being driven by Bruce
Ranger who is having a banner year
at the Florida track and is one of the
top ten catch drivers. Bruce does a
great deal of the driving for the
Walter J. Bassett Stabel from South
Winsor, Connecticut.______________

Filly For Sale

AUSTIN FARM,
RR 2, Box 194,
Cornish, NH 0 3 7 4 5
(603) 675-6255.
RETRO ROCKET 2 yr. old bay filly by Holland out o f
Shadydale Air Baby by Airliner. Well-grown, wellmannered, nicely gaited, 1 0 0 jog miles on the pace.
HALF SISTER TO LEADING HORSE AT MONTICELLO,
VISCOUNT UFFINGTON. N.Y. Sire Staked. Priced for
immediate sale $ 1 ,5 0 0 . M ay be seen at the farm.

FURMAN’S FOLLY
3, 2:05.2h 4, 2:02.4f
(Lindv's l*ri«le-S<>n<; Festival-Speedsler)
Furman's Folly’s first season at stud. In 1980, he was April l.hani|>ion>lii|>
Trot Final winner at Saratoga anti was voted “ 3 Year Old T roller o I IIn*
^ ear" bv Saratoga Chapter of U.S. Harness VVrilers Association.

Stud Fee $750.
TfO 'Zt

& tecA Tfeun, /4<tc0ie4&

'Pen, IRchccvoI &ate. Save Oven, Single
g
P fU e e

...

S u & x c n id e

07 * * C a t f f

AH Foals are eligible to N.Y.S.S.

CROSS CREEK FARM
East Nassau, N.Y. 518-766-5580____________
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Pompano Pictorial

Cory Wolfgran, Foxboro, Mass, and Morning Breeze 1:55.4, a Pompano track
record holder owned by Roger Slobody.

Freddie McFarlin and Al Grenier, Lewiston, Me. get ready for a training session
with Golden Eclipse owned by Alice Bonefant - ______
______
______

Paul Kelly, Oakland, Me. second trainer for the big Leo Bouer Stable holds Take
A Hit, who is owned by Lawrence Kadisb.
____
_

Renee Day, granddaughter oifBucky Day and Charlie Connor bold the two year i
old trotter, H.H. Kentucky

Roland Jack, Stillwater, Me., a trainer for the Chet Poole Stable holds Royal
Kiss 2:02, a filly by Yankee Bambino.

Paul Perry, Hempstead, N.H. and Big Hugh 1:56.4 a favorite of New Englanders
who has ventured South to try his luck.

Chet Poole holds the top pacer Third Generation by Precious Fella owned by
Nick and Joe Ramondo of Lawrence, Mass.

Freddie Me Fariin, Lowell Me. and trainer Rodney Grady, Gardiner, Me. hold'
Stounch Avenger outside the Bassett Stable.

mmm
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Track Topics
Here is court’ s answer to vets who
complained on no-medication rule

H A R N ES

R A CKS
?r A M ER IC A, INC.

STANLEY F. BERGSTEIN
Executive Vice President

As previously reported here, NEW TOTE EQUIPMENT
(Track Topics, Jan. 7), the Ap A new generation of state-of-thehe or she wishes, and receives a
pellate Division of the New York
ticket
at very high speed. To bet, the
art
tote
equipment
is
being
in
State Supreme Court, First Division,
has upheld unanimously the con troduced by the industry’s major patron simply establishes a balance
by inserting a winning ticket or a
stitutionality of the New York totalisator suppliers.
The hit of the recent University of deposit voucher into SAM’s ticket
Racing and Wagering Board’s
Arizona Racing School Seminar, and reader, or sweeping an account card
revised equine drug testing rules perhaps
the most significant and through SAM’s card reader. From
and regulations, and rejected the
unique
development
of that very there the patron follows screen in
claim of a group of New York vets interesting racing conference,
was
that the rules improperly attempted the introduction of SAM, Autotote’s structions — in no more than three
words — for step-by-step guidance
to regulate
the practice
of
veterinary medicine, were bur new Screen Activated Machine, thru the betting procedure. The
densome, and violated constitutional which would appear to be the next screen is brightly colored, attractive
of self-service totalisator and inviting, and viewers at the
protections against unlawful search generation
vending
machines.
Packaged in a 17- Arizona seminar joined in the
and seizure.
inch
cube
that
is
designed for in demonstration eagerly and gave the
A little background on the case is
stallation
in
existing
selling win new equipment high marks. Once a
enlightening. The Racing Board
dows
or
as
a
free-standing
terminal balance appears on SAM’s screen
originally rewrote its no-medication SAM utilizes touclj screen operation,
rules in September of 1981, to con in which the patron makes his the patron bets by simply touching
form to the spirit of the National selections, makes whatever changes the screen or using a standard
Autotote betting slip.
Association of State Racing Com
missioners guidelines. Dr. William
FREEHOLD’S REBUILDING
O. Reed, a prominent New York vet,
and a group of his colleagues
protested vociferiously, asking for
rules that identified those sub
stances that were acceptable and no
blanket prohibition of ‘foreign
substances’ . The Board reluctantly
complied, meeting with Dr. Reed
and other vets and coming up a year
later with regulations that identified
permissible
substances
and
specified time frames for their
administration. As the NASRC
pointed out, “ the board wasn’t
terribly happy with the approach,
but if the rules could be lived with
and if they kept the veterinarians
and trainers happy without com
promise of the board’s principles, so
With one fire-ravished race track Separate grandstand and clubhouse
be it” .
rebuilt and about to be opened in entrances will be built and both
Except that the vets, after getting
Jersey this spring at Garden escalator and elevator service will
their way, still weren’t happy, and New
State,
came off the drawing be available.
sued, along the way having the boardsanother
President Joe McLoone, speaking
this
week.
Freehold
Equine Practitioners Association Raceway,
for the Wilmorite Corporation, new
the
nation’s
oldest
step in as the principal plaintiff.
unveiled plans for a new owners of Freehold, said con
The
Appellate
Court’s
five racetrack,
plant to replace the one destroyed struction is scheduled to begin in
justices, in unanimously rejecting
fire last May 4. A 450-seat dining late February and be completed this
the vets’ arguments, noted that the by
room
be featured on the third
Meanwhile, a temporary airrules in question apply only to horses floor will
of the grandstand, directly year.
entered in races, had a rational
supported ‘bubble’ may be built for
the finish line, and a
basis, and did not deprive trainers of overlooking
new Cardigan Bay club room, simulcasting of Meadowlands races
due process.
seating 300, will be located near the if agreement is reached between
The decision will be distributed to first turn. A 150-seat party room also Freehold and The Meadowlands on a
all HTA track counsel with the next
be built and there will, be two continuation of simulcasting that
mailing of legal developments of will
‘open
air’ observation decks. was introduced last year.
interest.

Although Autotote’s SAM was the
only screen activated machine
shown at Phoenix, General In
strument’s AmTote division also has
a video touch screen ready for in
troduction. It accepts cash, cash
vouchers or authorized track ac
count cards, and prints standard
betting tickets. AmTote’s terminal
has four screen layouts to lead
customers through a wager. First, a
welcome message is displayed, with
instructions on how to use the unit
and activate it by any of the means
of payment. An amount and race
selection menu then appears as soon
as some form of payment is used,
allowing the customer to select a bet
amount. The menu displays all races
available. The third display lists all
bet types fore the selected race and
the patron then selects the desired
bet types. Finally, all live horses are
displayed with current win odds for
the selected race.
AmTote also has announced an
operatorless
account/telephone
betting system, permitting patrons
to place bets using touchtone
telephone equipment from any place
in the recetrack, such as a dining
table, or any place outside the
racetrack where such bets are
permitted. With this equipment, a
patron places his call to the account
petting telephone number and hears
a computer controlled voice ask for
the account number and password.
The patron enters that information
thru the touchtone buttons, receives
his account balance if the in
formation he provides is correct,
and is requested to provide details of
the bet. After each bet is entered, the
equipment gives the patron a new
balance and asks him to enter more
bets or end the call.
AmTote also has announced a
table top account/telephone betting
terminal, a compacat, intelligent,
cordless telephone with magnetic
stripe card reader which can ‘go
anywhere’ to bring telephone ac
count betting to track customers.
The new device can be used on a
restaurant table, in the club house or
in a box seat area of the track. No
hard wired connections are needed
and the terminal uses a standard
telephone touchtone keypad.
It is hoped and expected that both
Autotote’s and AmTote’s new
equipment will be on working
display at HTA’s annual convention
at the Doral Country Club in Miami
Feb. 26 - March 3, along with other
innovations.

NEW ENGLAND SIJLKY CHAMPIONSHIPS
Two Year Old Sustaining Payment
Due March ]15 - Fee: *100
Sire & Dam

Horse’sName

F) Filly Pacer

^ Sie"ifyBy1T) Trotter
1C)

Colt Pacer

1.
2.

a

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS:

ky Championship)
4-Two year old Sustaining Payment (Fee $100.00) March 15
nonship Fee $15.00) Sept. 15 5-Three Year old Sustaining Payment (Fee $200.00) Feb. 15
6-Raee in State Stakes as 3 Yr. Old
3-Yearling Nominations (Fee $2,>.00) May 15

j Make Checks Payable To: N.E. SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP
J
c /o Robert Ferland
Box 799
Berwick, Me. 03901 Please inform me

Signature
Address

or the new owner if you have sold your colt or fill>.

Phone

CAVALCADE

,Vw
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(Meadow Skipper-Golden Miss)

P Llo B y J 4 .U

------------------- Sire Of (21) In 2:00 Including: ■■■ ■—
Famous Cade p,1:55.2
Reveille Rebel p,1:56.3
Marathon Star p, 1:57
French l.eave p, 1:57.1
Metro Cal p,1:57.2
Prissy BB p, 1:57.3
Racing Valor p,1:58.2
Decorated Hero p, 1:58.4
Wood Ford p,l:59
Walkaround Money p,1:59.1

Standing At:
TUFTS VETERINARY SCHOOL
No. Grafton, MA
617-839-5302

Jf. Wartin

■■

Swift Britches p, 1:59.1
Every Move p, 1:59.3
Engamernedgekol p,1:59.3
Tartan Tan p, 1:59.4
Recorded p, 1:59.4
Cavalcade of Stars p,l:59.4
Anchor Miller p,1:59.4
Magic Mate p,2:00
Golden Eclipse p,2:00
Distant Land p,2:00

John Kunkel-Pres./Treas.
Joseph Kunkel
James Kunkel
Paul Ducharme-Gen. Mgr.*

Contact:
MEADOWBROOK FARM
Dudley, MA
617-943-2706

*AII foals eligible to the Breeders Crown, Massachusetts Sires Stakes, New England Sulky Championships and the Grand Circuit
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Globe — Trotting

Vet Views

kV

Equine Leg Fractures

When millions of television
viewers watched the Bionic Man
perform superhuman feats, the
concept of mechanical implantation
in humans was revolutionary. Now
science and technology has caught
up with man’s imagination. This
winter, a woman in London, blind for
more than 50 years, was able to see
in time for Christmas; a man in
Boston — with the aid of a high-tech
hearing device — heard sounds he
hadn’t heard since childhood; and
more people may be getting a new
lease on life because of mechanical
hearts. At the Tufts University
School of Veterinary Medicine in
Grafton, Massachusetts, a team of
surgeons, utilizing a device used in
human hip surgery in an un
precedented orthopedic procedure,
repaired the broken femur of a
valuable Arabian filly. The surgery
saved the filly’s life.
After the surgery, the owner of the
filly worte:“ ...her recovery seems
little short of miraculous. I don’t
think that any of us thought, when
she broke her leg, that a month later
she would still be alive and doing so
well, all things considered.”
The filly, owned by Joyce
Gregorian of Upton, Massachusetts,
was discovered with her lack leg
dangling in her run-in stall by Ms.
Gregorian’s stable manager, Peggy
Reed. It was early morning on a
cold, dark day, November 9, 1984.
“ We knew it was bad,” said Ms.
Gregorian.

After confirmation was made of
the fracture, there were two choices
to be made. The most common
choice — because this type of break
has such a high potential for
refracture when previous attempts
have been made — was to subject
the horse to euthanasia. Ms.
Gregorian bravely chose to allow
TUSVM surgeons to repair the
fracture.
The four-man surgical team,
headed by Dr. Gustave (Bud)
Fackelman, professor of surgery
and head of the equine surgical team
at TUSVM Large Animal Hospital in
Grafton, performed the surgery.
Using a Cobra plate, another
straight plate, and 20 special screws
in a five-hour surgical procedure,
the team repaired the comminuted
fracture in the left distal femur of
the valuable young filly.
The Cobra plate, originally
developed for hip arthrodesis in
humans, was designed to firmly
grasp short bone. The plate is named
for its shape — similar to that of the
hood of an aroused cobra — and is
the same device that would be used
in human hip fusion surgery.

Drawings by Denise T. Descoteau

Harness racing fans can go almost rubles, or if he rides the “ triple
anywhere in this world and find their express” he can cash his ticket in for
favorite sport. The countries across up to 500 rubles or more. ClosedEurope,
Scandanavia,
South circuit television monitors allow
America,
Australia
and New bettors to watch the races and their
Zealand — even a ferry boat ride replays.
Meanwhile, in the dark spaces
from Hong Kong, on Macau — are
hotbeds of trotting and pacing. along the corridors beneath the
You’ll find them, too, in Africa and grandstand, in the dingy washrooms
Russia where they’ve raced harness and sometimes right next to the
cops, it is still business as usual with
horses way before the revolution.
By contrast, trotting has been the bookies. There is a law against
around Africa for little more than a them — they can be put in the cooler
generation and they are about forty for up to five years — but penalties
years behind America in their use of are rarely applied and the books are
sulkies and other equipment. In busy. One of the reasons is
what used to be southern Rhodesia economic. Hippodrome bookies will
— it is now called Zimbabwe — there take a bet as low as 10 kopeks. In
is but one track and it’s in Salisbury case you’ve forgotten, that’s about
at Waterfall Stadium. They measure 13 cents in American pocket change.
distances in meters over there and The tote board, to meet the com
lowered
its
betting
the Salisbury track is 800 meters petition,
long and to aid in the handicapping minimum from one ruble to 50
of their horses the hubrail is painted kopeks early in ’83, but still loses out
in alternating black and white strips to the bookies. Besides the chance to
every ten meters. This helps the bet lesser amounts with the bookies,
drivers to start their horses in the there is an honor system between
“ This surgical procedure cenproper positions.
the bettor and the bettee that binds
tainly
represents a step forward in
Usually there are about 140 horses them together. A bettor makes his
our being able to save large animals
stabled at Salisbury, each making choice, the bet and the bettor’s name
that have suffered long bone frac
about 40 starts a year. They don’t go are written on a slip of paper that
tures,” Dr. Fackelman said.
very fast: the swiftest trotter in the goes into the bookie’s pocket. Money
It is not news that orthopedic
country has a 2:13 record. And their changes hands, no betting slips are
surgery
in large animals is in its
breeding can get a little mixed up, given, they just trust each other.
fledgling stages of development.
too. A horse never knows who his And it works.
“ After our veterinarian, Dr. Lori But it is good news that cooperative
grandpa might have been.
The Russians probably have had a
between
physicians,
The big track in Russia, however, love for trotting horses as long as we Tumpowsky, splinted and wrapped bonds
veterinarians
and
scientists
are
the
leg,
we
carefully
loaded
the
filly
is a different story. It’s the Hip have. But they were never lucky
podrome. And it has been the Hip enough to develop a breed of trotter into the trailer and very slowly making, and will continue to con
podrome for a long time. It is one of and pacer to compare with the made our way to Tufts. The filly was tribute to, enormous strides in the
so good about everything in fa fact, a success rate of large animal frac
the few tracks in the Big Red to Standardbred.
That
didn’t police officer provided escort,” Ms. ture repair.
operate year ’round. Less than three discourage them from challenging
Move over Lee Majors, here come
miles away the spires of the Kremlin us to a race, however. Take that Gregorian said as she recalled the
the
bionic horses.
events
in
a
recent
interview.
spear the sky but none of the confrontation scheduled for the 1878
government’s
stiff-collared
at World Exposition in Paris, France.
Tufts Veterinary News
titudes of sobriety and work Remember that one? An invitation
discipline seem to influence the
crowds at the race track. The two- had been extended by the French to
tiered grandstand and terrace in the owners of Russia’s top Orloff
front of the stands are filled every trotters and to the owners of
Wednesday and Friday evenings as America’s best performers to have
well as Sunday afternoons. The fans some friendly competition at the
are as grim-faced as you’ll find at fair.
So what happens? The race never
any race track; their noses buried in
programs, trying to sniff out the came off. Russia suddenly had more
important things to think about. It
next winners.
An interesting combination of seems they and Turkey hadn’t been
wagering exists at the Moscow too friendly and both of them got into
Hippodrome. The totalisator — the a shootin’ match that went down in
betting machine — offers win and history as the Russo-Turkish War. A
place wagering along with doubles good harness race would have been
and triples, and has a computer to much more fun. They could have (2A) - REDUCED FRACTURE, RIGHT
(2C) - REDUCED FRACTURE WITH
VIEW, WITH COBRA PLATE
calculate the odds and issue betting invited the Turks to compete against
REINFORCEMENT PLATE,
LEFT VIEW
slips. The odds are good and a them and the Americans a t %the
(2B) - REDUCED FRACTURE, FRONT
World
Exposition.
Could
have
even
VIEW. COBRA (left) A N D OTH ER
comrade can trude home with
REIN FORCEM ENT PLATE A N D
considerable winnings. With one named a race in their honor and
SCREW S, AS S H O W N .
called
it
The
Turkey
Trot.
ruble a bettor can win from 5 to 10
sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss
The fifth of the 1984 millionare 3. Praised Dignity
year standard of $1,711,990 set by
quintet was the three-year-old colt (2-year-old pacing colt)
Ralph Hanover in 1983.
,194,716
Second on the 1984 earnings list trotter Baltic Speed. His final money 4. Baltic Speed
,062,611
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Three-year- was Nihilator, a pacing colt who total for 1984 read $1,062,611, a figure (3-year-old trotting colt)
old colt pacer On The Road Again, broke the single-season mark for which rewrote the standard for 5. Guts
,024,967
who set a single-season standard for money won by a two-year-old as he earnings by a trotter in one year. (3-year-old pacing colt)
earnings by a harness horse, topped bankrolled $1,361,367. One of his Joie De Vie had established the 6. Troublemaker
persistent
challengers, previous mark in this category, (3-year-old pacing colt)
a record total of five standardbreds most
806,489
7. Naughty But Nice
who earned $1 million or more in Praised Dignity, was third with $1,007,706, during 1983.
earnings of $1,194,716, and one of On
(3-year-old pacing filly)
1984.
789,165
THE 1984 EARNINGS LEADERS
8. Fancy Crown
On The Road Again won major The Road Again’s toughest foes, the
IN HARNESS RACING
(3-year-old trotting filly)
701,189
races from the start fo the finish of aptly-named Guts, also made the
9. Historic Freight
the 1984 stakes season while rolling seven-figure list with a bankroll of 1. On The Road Again
$1,751,695 (3-year-old trotting colt)
up earnings of $1,751,695 for owners $1,024,967. All four of these brilliant (3-year-old pacing colt)
668,392
10. Stienam
to 2. Nihilator
Gordon and Ilia Rumpel of Alberta. sidewheelers are scheduled
(2-year-old pacing colt)
1,361,367 (2-year-old pacing filly) 662, 155
That total eclipsed the previous one- return to the races in 1985.

U.S.T.A. News

t

S.O.A.N.E. Awards

By Tom Shehan
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Tom Shehan presents the Ed Keller Memorial Award Dave Pinkney accepts the leading percentage driver John Kunkel presents the award for Rare Fella the
tOD three vear old pacing coii
to Ed Grav of the Boston’Herald.
award for a UDRS of .365
‘ Foxboro — It was my pleasure to often than not they have been moving the ceremonies along with achieved his distinction in a role

be present at the annual awards
banquet for 1984 of the Standardbred
Owners Association of New England
on Jan. 19th. at Demetri’s Red
Snapper Restaurant in Foxboro.
Now over the years it has been my
duty as a professional represen
tative of the Horsemen, first for the
Horsemen’s Benevolent & Protec
tive Association, the national
thoroughbred owners and trainers
organization for 15 years, and then
as the first Executive Secretary of
Harness Horsemen’s international
for three more years, to attend
many such gatherings and more

marathons of boredom as the
presenters have taken a bath in the
warm oatmeal of their ego under the
guise of paying tribute to a horse, a
man, or an organization, but this
particular dinner did not resemble
any of the above mentioned affairs.
First of all a new record must
have been set as 26 separate awards
were completed in less than one
hour.T There were no speeches as
such albeit President Jim Winters
offered a brief welcome and thanks
to all for their cooperation and then
Vice President William J. Donovan
took over and did a masterful job of

Country Hare, two year ota pacing filly, is the award winner for owners Robert
Sewell Jr, and Richard Markarian

_

i

just enough well chosen words to set
the tone for the ^evening and the
nature of the specific awards.
In addition, an effort was made to
match up the presenter of the award
with the underlying reason for it and
to the best of my knowledge no
strata of racing was neglected in the
selection of the presenters. For
example, I was selected to make the
presentation of the Ed Keller
Memorial Good Guy Award as a
former journalist, friend, and em
ployer of the late Ed Keller in the
past five years of his life, to Ed Gray
of the Boston Herald, who has

which encompasses that quality of
journalism which can best be
described by the familiar phrase”
Our best friend and critic,” a rare
double in these days of more casual
and caustic journalistic standards.
Yes, it was an excellent program,
probably the best of the programs
o f similar nature that I have at
tended over the years and as the
victim of so many marathons of
tedium and boredom, some of which
finished in the first flush of the
dawns early light, I do not offer that
praise lightly.

Horseman of the Year James Hogan shares the impressive trophy with family
and friends.

..m m

J.P. Farrell presents the three year old pacing filly award to the members of
Young Meadow Farm.

Race Secretary, Rick Stroud presents a driver award for U.D.R.S. of .397 to
Annertl
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Foxboro Official

Paul Tishuk

(FOXBORO)...Paul Tishuk, a semen’s meeting.”
veteran harness racing official at
After gaining a reputation for
leading tracks from coast to coast, cleaning up Sydney’s problems,
has been named presiding judge at Tishuk moved to Green Mountain,
Foxboro Raceway and took over Vermont and Henderson, Kentucky
duties at the start of the winter as head judge.
Tishuk then changed titles and
meeting.
Tishuk, 44, a New Jersey product, became race secretary at Pocono
has held key posts at the Downs which “ gave (him) a per
Meadowlands and on the California spective on that side of racing and
harness circuit, and comes to which h elped in (his) role as judge.”
After a second trick at Northfield,
Foxboro at a time the track is going
all out to restore its reputation as an Tishuk became the first presiding
judge at the Meadowlands, the big
Eastern leader.
“ I don’t know what’s happened New Jersey track which became a
here in the past and I don’t want to national harness racing leader.
know,” Tishuk says. “ But I’ll try to Because of illness of the state
lay the law down. I feel that at the steward, Tishuk handled the tricky
places where I have worked the duties of both posts.
racing has improved.”
After two and a half years at the
Tishuk started training as a high Meadowlands, Tishuk got the call
school and college student, working from the California Horse Racing
summers at Monticello while going Board and spent two years as state
to Rider College.
steward at Hollywood Park, Los
“ Around 1968 I became interested Alamitos, Sacremento, Golden Gate
in officiating and worked as and the other stops in California’s
assistant race secretary at Ocean harness empire.
Downs in Maryland. Then I went to
In 1980, Tishuk took a leave from
the USTA official school at harness racing. The Presiding
Columbus, Ohio, and worked a while Judge, also a talented golfer who
for the USTA.”
played in the low 70’s started a retail
Tishuk then served as associate golf business in Sacremento. Last
judge at Northfield Park, near fall he sold his business and went
Cleveland, for three years and in into semi-retirement back in New
1974 became presiding judge at Jersey.
Louisville Downs.
But there was another harness
Challenges are nothing for the racing challenge to the north.
At the end of January Tishuk
New Jerseyite, who then went to
Sydney, Nova Scotia.
moved into the racing high com
“ At first I was concerned about mand position at Foxboro, a noreaction to an American judge, but I nonsense big guy with the reputation
got a standing ovation after a hor- for taking on trouble head on.

Walnut Hill Farm
Norcross Road, Spencer, Mass. 01562
Standing In 1985

TRAVIS LOBELL

p.3,2:01.3f; 2:00.1 h, 1:58.4f

SERVICE FEE: $750.00
TRAVIS LOBELL is a good looking well-mannered
stud who is a half brother to 3 in 2 minutes including
TANZY LOBELL p.2, 2:01.21; 3, 1:56; 4, 1:55.2, T.T.
1:52.2 ($329,840) the second fastest mare of all time;
out of TARELLA, a full sister to the dam of 3 in 2
minutes including World Champion, DOC’S FELLA,
p.1:54.1 ($350,141). The third dam is a sister to the
grandam of BRET HANOVER, p.4, T 1:53.3 She is also
the grandam of 1973 Horse of the Year, SIR DALRAE
p.3, 1:58.1; 4, 1:56-1:56.4h ($678,914) and MR.
DALRAE p.2, 1:58.1 p.4, 1:55.4- 83.

—100% CONCEPTION RATE IN 1984—

ATTENTIO N BREEDERS!!

Important Notice
MEADOW BILLY

Solicitor
p,3,TT 1:57.2m
. OVERTRICK
p,3,1:57.1h
Sire Of:
SHADY SIDE TRIXIE p,1:54.3
ANDY LOBELL p,1:55.2
ADELWEISS RAINBOW p,1:58.1h
NATIVE ROCKET p,1:57.2f
MR. OVERNITE 157.1f

(Dean Herbert-Meadow Mabel)

Overbid
p.2,TT 2:05.4m

Jane Reynolds
__ p,4,2:07h
Hal Dale
p,2:02 1/4m
Barbara Direct
_p,3,TT 2:00.4m

Billy Direct
Tar Heel

p,1.57

p. 1.56.4 (>189,894)

Kings Counsel
p.1:58m

P.1.55
Leta Long
p,203.3

TARELLA

Standing First Season In

New Hampshire
Fools Will Be Eligible
To The New Hampshire Stakes
And The New England Sulky Championships

$300
Littleton, N.H.
Call:

603-444-5222

Ella Pence
__ 2-206.1 —

Dam Of:
TRAVIS LOBELL p,1.58.4f
TANZY LOBELL p,155.2-TT152.2
TROY LOBELL p,2-2.00
TEMPEST LOBELL p,2.03.2h
TEMPLAR LOBELL p,2:00.3f

Scottish Pence
p,1.57.4
Odelta Hanover
p.2-203.3

Foals Eligible To Mass. Stakes And N.E.S.C.
Veterinarians on Call 24 Hours
Foaling Facilities with Closed Circuit T.V.
Boarding - Layups - $160.00 Month
Paddock Turnouts - Large Pastures
Large Foaling Stalls
Trailering Available
Contact:

Carol Ann Gaucher, Farm Manager
(617) 885-2306

Horse Of The Month
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Come
look us
over!
Gawain Butler (Gawain Hanover - Kewaydin Es) driven by Dave Pinkney Jr.
wins for owners Perley and Jane Plante of Spofford, N.H.

Perhaps the most successful topclass pacer at Foxboro during 1984
was
Gawain Butler
(Gawain
Hanover-Keewaydin Es). Just a
five-year-old,
he has
already
amassed $77,193 in career earnings
for owners Perley and Jane Plante
of Spofford, New Hampshire.
Gawain Butler did not appear to
have great promise in his first year
(as a two-year-old). He had ten
starts with four wins but only $2229
earned. Driven by William Silk,
Gawain Butler began his career at
Hinsdale on July 7, 1981, with a
2:07.2 victory. He would win two of
his next three starts while racing
against such horses as Swanzey
Babe, Mountain Melody, and Very
Von. His most impressive Hinsdale
win was a 2:06.3 triumph over
Chelsea Girl. AIter six starts in New
Hampshire, Gawain Butler was
shipped to Foxboro, where, in four
starts, he notched one win. This was
a
wire-to-wire
victory
over
Raceaway Sandy in a seasonal mark
of 2:05.4.
1982 started on an upbeat note,
with a 2:04.3 qualifying win. By his
second start, however,
Gawain
Butler was 55-to-l and finished
eighth. He then stepped down in
class and responded with a wire-towire 2:02.3 win over Diane Long’s
Gem’s Pride. By the end of June,
Gawain Butler had been classified
against the highly competitive non
winners of four and vive pari-mutuel
races lifetime and was racing well.
He beat an excellent field including
Janie Jane and Viscount Uffington
in an excellent 2:01.4, and then
crushed a $2400 field in a blazing
2:00.2. The rest of the year was not
as successful, though, as Gawain
Butler began losing his sharpness
around the end of August. His final
win of the year cam against low
conditionals including Al Pay son in
2:02.1. 1982 earnings totaled $6,988
with four wins, two seconds, and
four thirds.
The key move in Gawain Butler’s
career proved to be in early 1983,
when John Marshall took over
training-driving duties. His first
seven starts as a four-year-old were
nothing short of spectacular. He
closed well from the eight hole to be
second to Bright and Breezy N. in his
seasonal debut, and then reeled off
three in a row, all by fairly close
margins. The first win was a wire-to-

wire effort in 2:02.1, which was
followed by a fast-closing victory by
a nose in 2:03.2. Among those beaten
were K.M.’s Vegas and Macho
Macho Man. The third win was in
2:00.3 over two other excellent
horses, Fox Run and Ensign
O’Brien. Gawain Butler was then
classified as Preferred. He was not
to race against worse all year.
Gawain Butler’s first Preferred
win came on March 20,1982, when he
paced away to a 2:00.3 victory. He
defeated Currituck Vernon, Win
ner’s Accolade, and Kashwise.
Gawain Butler had earned $8,820 in
his first seven starts, considerably
more than he earned in twenty-one
starts as a three-year-old. During
his next twenty starts in the late
spring and early summer, Gawain
Butler continued his success against
both Preferreds and inviationals. He
had six more wins, three seconds,
and four thirds with $26,830 earned.
His most impressive win was a 1:58
mile in July, but he also paced
several other sub-2:00 miles.
Perhaps Gawain Butaler’s best 1983
race was a second (by a neck at 22to-1) to Nero’s B.B. in 1:57 on August
28, 1983 concluded with a break in
Scarborough’s President Pace and a
subsequent sixth place finish, but it
was still a great year: ten triumphs
and $38,150 in winnings.
1984 was nearly as successful.
After a five-month layoff, Gawain
Butler returned to the races on
February 5 with a fourth place
finish, but he did win in his next start
(2:01.4) over J.W. Skipper and
Charmax. The summer featured a
layoff and also a change in handlers:
Art Green became the new trainer
and Dave Pinkney, Jr. (Foxboro’s
top 1984 UDRS driver) became the
new reinsman. The change had little
effect; Gawain Butler continued his
success, especially towards the end
of the meet. His fastest 1984 win
occurred on November 17, when he
went wire-to-wire for a thirteen
length victory in 1:58. December
featured three wins and two seconds
in five starts while battling K.C.
Three . Gawain Butler finished the
year with ten wins, a mark of 1:58,
and $29,766 earned.
There is no reason to believe that
1985 will not be as productive as 1983
or 1984 were for Gawain Butler; he
certainly will be a horse to watch in
New England this year.

We offer over 200 nights and days of racing from Friday,
Jan. 25 through Tues., December 31. We’re looking for
better horses. What can you expect in purse distribution?
As 1984 winds down we’re approaching $4,000,000 going
through the Horsemen’s Account Real Cash. The new
Foxboro Raceway Management has been doing successful
business at Hinsdale Raceway for a long, long time. We are
proud of the many friends we Ve made among
the nation’s horsemen. We get along fine.
We like competitive racing...we like Trotters
...we try to get them raced Interested?
CONTACT Racing Secretary
Rick Stroud

RACEWAY-SETS THE PACE
Foxboro Raceway, Route 1, Foxboro, Ma 02035
Malting Address: P.O. Box 558 Ttel: (617) 543-5331
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A Tribute To N A.H.R.M.A.
A tribute ...from the thoughbred side of the aisle
Sometime affirmation of an idea
— or reaffirmation of it — comes
from unexpected but pleasantly
surprising sources, and last week’s
mail brought just such an occasion.
It came in the form of The
Thoroughbred Record, the excellent
weekly edited by Timonty T. Capps,
and in Capps’ lead editorial entitled
“ Why Didn’t We Do It?” The subject
was NAHRMA — The North
American
Harness
Racing
Marketing Association — and here
are a few things Capps had to say
about it.
“ It is called the North American
Harness
Racing
Marketing
Association (yes, you read it right,
Harness) and it is presently being
organized as part of a cooperative
effort that has brought together the
race tracks, horsemen, breeders’
associations, and other harness
industry trade groups to establish
the goals and requirements of
NAHRMA and, more importantly,
to fund it...
“ Many people on the Thorough
bred side of horse racing have,
whether they would admit it openly
or not, looked upon the harness
segment as poor country cousins,
or deprived city cousins, if you will.
We would say that Thoroughbred
racing has looked down its collective
nose at the trotting and pacing
crowd, but there is evidence that we
have not been watching them at all.
for NAHRMA is, in our view, a scoop
by the harness sport...

“ The Breeders’ Cup, as has been
said many times recently here and
elsewhere, is a long-term project,
and one that seems to have gotten off
to a good start. It is, however, only
one tip of the promotional iceberg,
and a solid first effort in what is
going to have to be a major shift in
the thinking of racing professionals
throughout North America. We are
simply far behind other sports and
entertainment activities in selling
our product, and the catch-up effort
will be slow and painstaking.
“ In fact, there will be no effort at
all unless there is some sign of
genuine leadership from within the
industry, and it must be leadership
in its purest form, that which
emanates from a thought process
which can focus on the greater good
of the entire sport and can make
personal or organizational sacrifices
as necessary to get something ac
complished on behalf of all. This, to
us, is not something that is merely
desirable. It is something that is
critically necessary if racing in
America is to do more than survive
over the next decade or two.
“ There are those who believe that
racing needs a czar, or czarina, and
some of them are unquestionably
willing to serve in that role once the
rest of us see the light. The Stan
dardbred people managed to get it
done without a czar, or even a prince
or duke, and maybe it is time for us
to learn some lessons from their
toils.”

O’Donnell Highest
COLUMBUS,
Ohio
—
Bill
O’Donnell obliterated the record for
money won by a driver in a single
season, as the trotters and pacers he
steered in 1984 earned $9,059,184,
according to official statistics
compiled by the U.S. Trotting
Association.
A 36-year-old native of Nova
Scotia, O’Donnell shattered the old
record of $6,104,082, set by John
Campbell in 1983, on August 16, and
then established a new standard
with each check his horses earned.
Nicknamed “ The Magic Man” for
his sulky wizardry, O’Donnell cut
back on his driving schedule after
the end of the Breeders Crown series
in Mid-November, or else he would
have broken the old record even
more convincingly.
Campbell finished second in the
1984 money contest, with his figure
of $7,201,798 also topping the
previous record for the sport. Bet-

ween them, Campbell and O’Donnell
have won the last six North
American money derbies, Campbell
winning in 1979-83 and O’Donnell
triumphing in the other three years.
William
“ Buddy”
Gilmour
finished
third
with
earnings
$4,416,404, his total boosted by the
record $1,751,695 taken horn by On
The Road Again. In all, seven
drivers won $3 million and 18 $2
million (both records); while 44
drivers brought home earnings of $1
million or more.
1. Bill O’Donnell
2. John Campbell
3. William Gilmour
4. Michel Lachance
5. Mickey McNichol
6. Herve Filion
7. Carmine Abbatiello
8. Ron Waples
9. Tom Haughton
10. Jim Doherty

$9,050,184
7,201,798
4,414,404
3,895,017
3,466,316
3,101,282
3,060,900
2,844,320
2,717,264
2,384,607

Harness Earnings
Final standings for 1984 show harness horses again split even with
thoroughbreds in the Top Ten of money earnings in North America. Here are
the final standings, with harness horses capitalized:
Money Earned
in 1984
Gait
Rank
Horse
$2,627,944*
Runner
1.
Slew O’Gold
2,336,650**
Runner
2.
John Henry
2,054,409
Runner
Wild Again
3.
1,751,695
PACER
4.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN
1,361,367
PACER
5.
NIHILATOR
1,194,715
PACER
PRAISED DIGNITY
6.
1,136,525
Runner
7.
Gate Dancer
1,091,710
Runner
8.
Swale
TROTTER
1,062,611
9.
BALTIC SPEED
1,024,867
PACER
GUTS
10.
•Includes $1 million bonus for sweeping NYRA fall series. **Includes $500,000
bonus for winning Turf Classic at Belmont Park and the Meadowlands’
Ballantine’s Scotch Classic.

ON THE RAIL
This is the time of year when
trotters and pacers are bought and
sold. Sounds simple enough. But
sometimes there is more to horse
trading than meets the eye.
Sometimes you may get more than
you bargained for. John B. Decker’s
nephew certainly did. When he offered to purchase a mare from
Uncle John — this was on a farm
near Sussex, New Jersey, in 1865 —
his offer was accepted. Uncle John
then said: “ Take her, she’s yours —
if you can catch her!”
Well, to make a short story
shorter, the young nephew and a
friend finally did succeed catching
the mare but it took a heap o’ doing,
The mare had run wild for eight
years and she was not about to give
up her lifelong freedom easily. When
she did settle down to accept the
disciplined routine of everyday
training, the mare became the world
trotting champion. Her name was
Goldsmith Maid.
Uncle Johnny’s nephew and his
pal probably would have captured
the future champion a lot easier if
they had used an old time remedy
for catching horses, a remedy that
had no name but had always been
highly effective. This was how it
worked: the user would take finely
grated castor oils of rhodium and
cumin (your dictionary will tell you
what they are;. Then, rubbing some
of the oil of cumin (also spelled
cummin) on a hand, the user would
approach the horse on his windy
side. The horse would pick up the
scent and amble toward the guy who
was was trying to catch him. When
the horse got within reach the man
would rub some of the stuff on his
nose, give him a little castor on
anything the horse liked, and place a
few drops of the oil of rhodium on his
tongue. If you can accomplish all
this, say the old timers, you’ll be
able to not only catch the horse but
make him do anything you want: sit
up and beg, fetch the newspaper, run
down to the corner store to get a pint
of cream.
What this adds up to is this:
horses, like humans, react to their
senses. They are troubled or pleased
by smells, sounds or tastes. They
even like to take a little nip once in

by PHIL PINES

awhile, just like humans. But here is
where the comparison ends. Horses
know when to stop drinking. Or, if
they don’t, you’ll never see them
drink and drive.
I haven’t heard of any drinking
going on among trotters and pacers,
I never expect to. These horses are
like any other athletes; there’s no
room for booze on their training
tables. However, a century ago,
when horses did more than race or
carry people around, it was common
practice among truckers
and
firemen to give their overworked
horses
an
occasional
snort,
Whenever
the
smoke
eaters
returned from a fire or a parade,
they would stop for a drink and treat
their horses to one, also. None of the
horses ever refused,
A New Orleans fire company once
had an old horse, a former trotter,
who had been retired but continued
to trot along with the other horses
when they answered an alarm. And
he looked forward to the usual stop
on the return to the firehouse, too.
Jeff was his name and he would walk
right into the barroom for a drink if
horses in the barroom were permitted.
Horses that pulled brewery
wagons had it made. Their drivers
merely had to pull the plug on one of
the kegs and in addition to having a
wee bit of refreshment for himself,
would pour one for his horse, too. Ale
was used as stimulant for long
journeys, especially in winter. In
England, travelers rarealy took a
mug of ale without ordering one for
their four-legged companion. Which
reminds me of the old legend that
tells us that a horse once went into a
saloon, sat on a stool at the bar and
said to the bartender: “ I’ll have a
glass of ale, please! ”
The
open-mouthed bartender
stared at the horse and finally gave
the horse his ale.
“ How much do I owe you?” asked
the horse. “ And why are you staring
at m e?”
“ That’ll be five dollars for the ale
and I’m staring because we don’t get
many horses in here ordering ale.”
“ .Im not surprised,” replied the
horse, “ especially when you charge
five bucks a glass.’

BROODMARE FOR SALE
Harry’s Sandy
p.2, 2:10.4h-3, 2:03.3f
(Adios Harry-Sandy McEllen)
In Foal To TRUSTY DREAM
Due April 19th
Harry's Sandy was a Delaware Stakes mare, and winner at two and
three. She is a full sister to Harry McEllen, winner of over $200,000
lifetime.

PRODUCTION RECORD
Kajam Peg p.3, 2:06.4h (Tarport Nell)
Kajam James p.2, 2:05.2-3, 2:01.4f. (Chipman’s Heel)
Kajam Kathy p.2, 2:05.1f-3, 2:03.3f. (Most Happy Fella)
Kajam Harry p.6, 2:00.4f (Race Timed 2:00.3 at 2 Yrs.) (Gene Abbe)
Gabber Lang — p.3, 2:03.1f (Precious Fella)

Contact: Roger Davis
Milton Mills, N.H. 03852
P.O.Box 71 Jug Hill Rd._________________ Tel. 603473-2215
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1985 MASSACHUSETTS SIRE STAKES
RACING PROGRAM
Fall Series Foxboro

Foxboro Spring Series
FRIDAY, MAY 31
3 Year Old Trotters:
3 Year Old Filly Pacers:
3 Year Old Colt Pacers:

ENTRY FE E : $100.00
$ 5,500.00/added
$ 6,000.00/added
$ 6,000.00/added

SEPTEMBER 19
2 Year Old Trotters
2 Year Old Colt Pacers
2 Year Old Filly Pacers

$5,000/added
$7,500/added
$7,500/added

FRIDAY, JUNE 7
3 Year Old Trotters:
3 Year Old Filly Pacers:
3 Year Old Colt Pacers:

$ 6,000.00/added
$ 8,000.00/added
$ 8,000.00/added

SEPTEMBER 26
2 Year Old Trotters
2 Year Old Colt Pacers
2 Year Old Filly Pacers

$5,000/added
$7,500/added
$7,500/added

FRIDAY, JUNE 14
1% OF PURSE ENTRY FE E
3 Year Old Trotters:
$15,000.00/added
3 Year Old Fllly & Colt Pacers:*
$25,000.00/added
Top five qualified money winners of each sex will be ellgible to final.*
TOTAL Est. $75,000.00/added SPRING SERIES

Fair Dates
DATE
July 13
July 27
Augnst 10
August 30
September 6

Young Meadow Time
Groton
Sharia
Spencer
Greenfield
FAIRS TOTAL Est. $75,000.00/added
NOTES:

1. AI1 State funds are subject to appropriation.
2. “Entrants shall be tattooed and show a satisfactory performance line in tim e
and gait (no breaks) before declaring into race” .
3. Qualifying times: (Fairs)

Non-betting races:

2
2
3
3

Year
Year
Year
Year

Old
Old
Old
Old

2:25
2:15
2:20
2:10

Trotters
Pacers
Trotters
Pacers

Yearling Registration
Two Year Old Sustaining*
Three Year Old Sustaining
Two Year Old Sustaining*

May
March
April
May

15
15
15
15

$ 10.00
$ 50.00
$200.00
$100.00

*Payment must be made to remain ellgible as a three year old.
•♦Payment must be made to race as a two year old.
5. Monies may be deducted from sustaining fees for printing and postage, all entry

OCTOBER 3 FINALS
2 Year Old Trotters
2 Year Old Colt & Filly Pacers

$15,000
$ 20,000

SEPTEMBER 20
3 Year Old Trotters
3 Year Old Colt Pacers
3 Year Old Filly Pacers

$7,500/added
$7,500/added
$7,500/added

SEPTEMBER 27
3 Year Old Trotters
3 Year Old Colt Pacers
3 Year Old Filly Pacers

$7,500/added
$7,500/added
$7,500/added

OCTOBER 4 FINALS
3 Year Old Trotters
3 Year Old Colt Pacers
3 Year Old Filly Pacers

$20,000/added
$22,500/added
$12,500/added

♦Top five (5) qualified money winners of each sex ellgible to finals.
FALL SERIES TOTAL: Est. $170,000.00/added
NOTES: FAIR RACING
The Department of Food and Agriculture reserves the right to split the event
if more than six (6) declare in. In the case of a split in the event, the Department
of Food and Agriculture may divide the race by adopting one of the methods of
the division racing then current. The above refers to the fair circuit only. U.S.T.A.
rules shall govern pari-mutuel events.
All two and three year olds shall be raced in separate divisions. Colts and Fillies
shall be divided if at least five (5) of one sex declare in. Remaining colts and
fillies shall be mixed. The above refers to fair circuit only.
Two and Three Year Old Events — Checks Payable to: M.S.B.O.A.
Att: Standardbred Supervisor
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Dept. Of Food & Agriculture
100 Cambridge St., Boston, Mass. 02202
Yearling Registrations — Checks Payable To: Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, c /o Commissioner of Food & Agriculture,
100 Cambridge St.. Boston. Mass. 02202
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The new two million dollar clubhouse at Scarborough Downs will be ready for its 1985 meet opening May 5th. The ‘State of the Art’ facility will feature
tiered dining for five hundred-plus, two lounges and a deli. It will also house the Downs’ administrative offices. The previous clubhouse was destroyed
by arson in December of 1983.

THE JAY AND THE PEACOCK... AND A TALE OF TWO TRACKS
AND SO THE FABLE GOES...
A jay ventured into a yard
where Peacocks walked, found
there a number of feathers
which had fallen from Peacocks
when they were molting. He
____ tied them all to his tail and
the end of the Breeders Crown series
in Mid-November, or else he would
have broken the old record even
more convincingly.
Campbell finished second in the
1984 money contest, with his figure
of $7,201,798 also topping the
previous record for the sport. Bet-

years

This year, however, Scarborough

Scarborough Downs has raised the

Downs will be back on track with

quality of the racing experience in

a new clubhouse, a resurfaced and
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banked track, and a truly exciting

dollars into track improvements
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3,466,316
3,101,282
3,060,900
2,844,320
2,717,264
2,384,607

Harness Earnings
Final standings for 1984 show harness horses again split even with

BROODMARE FOR SALE
Harry’s Sandy
p.2, 2:10.4h-3, 2:03.3f
(Adios Harry-Sandy McEllen)
In Foal To TRUSTY DREAM
Due April 19th

the final standings, with harness horses capitalized:

Money Earned
in 1984
Gait
Rank
Horse
$2,627,944*
Runner
1.
Slew O’Gold
2,336,650**
Runner
John Henry
2.
2,054,409
Runner
3.
Wild Again
1,751,695
PACER
4.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN
1,361,367
PACER
5.
NIHILATOR
1,194,715
PACER
6.
PRAISED DIGNITY
Runner
1,136,525
7.
Gate Dancer
Runner
1,091,710
Swale
8.
TROTTER
1,062,611
9.
BALTIC SPEED
1,024,867
PACER
GUTS
10.
•Includes $1 million bonus for sweeping NYRA fall series. **Includes
bonus for winning Turf Classic at Belmont Park and the Meadowlands’
Ballantine’s Scotch Classic.

Harry’s Sandy was a Delaware Stakes mare, and winner at two and
three. She is a fall sister to Harry McEllen, winner of over $200,000
lifetime.

PRODUCTION RECORD
Kajam Peg p.3, 2:06.4h (Tarport Nell)
Kajam James p.2, 2:05.2-3, 2:01.4f. (Chipman’s Heel)
Kajam Kathy p.2, 2:05.11-3, 2:03.3f. (Most Happy Fella)
Kajam Harry p.6, 2:00.4f (Race Timed 2:00.3 at 2 Yrs.) (Gene Abbe)
Clabber Lang — p.3, 2:03.1f (Precious Fella)

Contact: Roger Davis
P.O.Box 71 Jug Hill Rd.

Milton Mills, N.H. 03852
Tel. 603-473-2215

